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INTRODUCTION to ITCCK

The Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ITCCK) is a non-profit organization established in
May 2008 with the aim of strengthening, promoting and supporting cooperation between Italy and
Republic of Korea.
From the beginning, ITCCK has proved to be a reliable link between the two countries and an
essential point of reference for all those aiming to establish ties with one another.
The enthusiasm and energy, which have always driven the activities of ITCCK, have made it possible
to obtain impressive results in a few short years for its members.

The ITCCK also has enabled a wide range of companies and business entities to become directly
involved in spearheading new initiatives for bilateral investment and trade
The presence of ITCCK in Republic of Korea has proved to be expanded particularly after signing the
EU-South Korea Free Trade Agreement in October 2010.
Analyzing the latest market trends, introducing to appropriate government entity or business partner
for collaboration, and serving the interests of both Italian and Korean partners are, but not limited to,
the goals that drives ITCCK.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
AMBASSADOR OF ITALY
H.E. FEDERICO FAILLA
for the ITCCK Membership Directory
Dear Members of the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea,
Two years on from the Covid19 pandemic and its consequences which hit countries globally, 2022 stands
as a crucial year for the global fight against the virus and for stimulating the economic recovery.
These past two years have put a strain on the international economic order, and we all have been facing
totally unexpected and constantly evolving emergencies, not only in economic terms. The year 2022
brings with it renewed hopes and wishes for a full return to pre-crisis bilateral relations, including trade
and commercial ties. Italy and the Republic of Korea are working in this direction, seeking to offer an
ever-growing number of initiatives and meeting opportunities.
As all of you know, even in the face of the restrictions that we all had to endure in 2021, the Italian
Embassy in Korea and ITCCK worked together to organize important events, to offer occasions for
strengthening the network between Italy and Korea in many different sectors.
I would like to stress a few of them and I am confident that in 2022 the new planned appointments will
reach an even greater audience.
Since its establishment in 2016, the World Week of Italian Cuisine has become a highly anticipated event
in Korea, dedicated to the promotion of the Italian food and wine tradition. Last year the theme chosen
was “Tradition and perspectives on Italian cuisine: awareness and enhancement of food sustainability”.
The many events held, among which the Cooking class with Chef Paolo de Maria, the “Italian Hospitality”
certificate delivery ceremony and the final business dinner jointly organized with the Chamber of
Commerce, were a huge success. Let me use this occasion to invite you to the 2022 edition, which will
be held in the 3rd week of November.

A further project that I was particularly invested in was “The Italian Job”, an initiative launched last
December, on the occasion of the inauguration of the Italian Studies Center at the Italian Department
of the Hankuk University of Foreign Studies. The project seeks to bring Korean citizens who studied and
can speak Italian closer to Italian companies in search of cultural mediators. The new recruiting platform
is featured on the Italian Chamber of Commerce official website, gathering and publishing job offers of
ITCCK’s members to help them find the perfect candidate for the openings. “The Italian Job” represents a
major link between our countries, as it seeks to bridge the gap, not only between our two languages, but
also between our two cultures, bringing us even closer.
As you know, 2021 was a record year for commercial relations between Italy and Korea. I can only
welcome the increase of exchange between our countries: data show that in 2021 Italian exports towards
Korea recorded a +20,3% growth compared to the previous year, for a total value of over 8 billion dollars,
reaching its highest level ever: automotive, fashion and industrial machinery were the sectors which
registered the most outstanding trends.
As we look ahead, I am confident that we can continue this momentum and achieve even more.
I am also even more confident that, despite the challenges ahead of us, we will succeed in building
an economic system capable of valuing our dearest principles of sustainable development and green
innovation, which became the priority of Italy’s foreign policy in the year of Italy’s G20 presidency and
the co-presidency of COP26.

THE AMBASSADOR OF ITALY
Federico Failla
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MESSAGE FROM
THE SECRETARY GENERAL

MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

Mr. Jacopo Giuman

Mr. Francesco Fussi

for the ITCCK Membership Directory

for the ITCCK Membership Directory

Dear Members and Friends,

Dear ITCCK Members,

I am very pleased to say that, notwithstanding the enduring restrictions, in 2021 the ITCCK was able to honor
its mission in a sustainable way.

As 2022 marks my fourth year as the Secretary General of the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea, I want
to express my honor and privilege for me to cover this role and my gratitude towards our members.

I am particularly proud to say that, while forced to carry out many activities with limitations, we managed to
launch a few initiatives for the future development of the ITCCK, amongst which:

These past few years amidst the Covid-19 pandemic have been challenging for both Italy and South Korea,
but the hardships we endured also brought disruptive changes and developments in our economies, such as a
major shift towards digitalization and innovation.

•
•
•

new mobile-friendly ITCCK website allowing the geo-localization of our Members (see sections
where-to-eat or where-to-buy)
web-based recruitment platform, The Italian Job, aimed to bridge job seekers and job opportunities
within the increasing Italo-Korean community
more inclusive Membership Structure reflecting the different nature and goals of our Members (now
also including Individual Members)

In 2022 we will continue to work on some ITCCK distinctive activities such as the Italian Food Festival, the
Ospitalita’ Italiana Awards (from this year extended also to Gelato and Pizza), while new activities will be
added, like the Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs (EYE) project.
Thanks to the progressive release of social distancing, many activities will likely resume to their original form,
like B-t-B delegations and meetings, as well as the periodical Aperitivo Italiano.
For this hard work and the achievements, I would like to thank our Secretary General Jacopo Giuman and his
devoted staff, our Board of Directors for their passionate and active contributions, His Excellency the Italian
Ambassador Federico Failla and the Italian Embassy, for their continuing support and friendship, all the Italian
Chamber and Government Institutions for their guidance and, last but not least, our loyal and increasing
Members whose satisfaction remains our ultimate scope.
Looking forward to a brighter and connected future together.
ITCCK: Italy and Korea closer than ever!
ITCCK PRESIDENT
Francesco Fussi
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As in 2020, we are still facing social distancing restrictions due to the pandemic however, ITCCK, together with
its members, was still able to organize and promote a few important events, both online and offline. In 2021,
within the “True Italian Taste” project, promoted and supported by the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation and Assocamerestero, the ITCCK has held various gastronomical events dedicated
to the discovery and rising awareness about the consumption of 100% Italian products.
Last year, the ITCCK has also held three different masterclasses dedicated to the discovery and tasting of
Italian products, accompanying the participants on a gastronomical journey as they were introduced to their
history and peculiarities. During one of these events, the three first Italian gelaterie in Korea were awarded the
“Ospitalità Italiana” certification. We concluded the year with the 10th edition of the Italian Food Festival, and
a final business dinner with the participation of various members and organizations.
Given the social distancing restrictions, we were very grateful and proud that we were able to carry out these
events for our members, further developing and strengthening the ties between Italian and Korean businesses.
We also brought a major update to our website, with improved design and new functions, such as “The Italian
Job” platform and the “Where to eat” and “Where to buy” features.
ITCCK strives to further strengthen its business activities in the areas of consultancy and networking, fostering
and facilitating trade opportunities for both Korean and Italian enterprises. This year brings hopeful signs
of economic recovery, especially as 2021 has registered exponential growth and a record for bilateral trade
between the two countries. In conclusion, I hope that 2022 will be the year of a gradual return to normality, as
ITCCK is looking forward to promoting and participating in new projects and events, putting its utmost effort
into developing and supporting relations between Italy and South Korea.
SECRETARY GENERAL
Jacopo Giuman
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ITCCK ORGANIZATION

ITCCK
HONORARY
PRESIDENT

HONORARY
MEMBERS
Mr. Andrea CELENTANO

H.E. Federico FAILLA

Deputy Head of Mission
and Economic Counsellor

Honorary President

Ambassador of Italy in Seoul

Embassy of Italy in Seoul

ADVISOR

PRESIDENT

VICE
PRESIDENT

Mr. Tainam JUNG

Mr. Francesco FUSSI

Global COO

President

BAUM Architects Ltd.

Marposs Korea

Mr. Vincenzo CALI'

Mr. Stefano PIANTONI

Director

Managing Director

Italian Trade Agency

IDS Korea

team
TREASURER
Mr. Andrea GIULIANI

Mr. Alberto MONDI

Controller

Luxottica Korea

Mr. Jacopo GIUMAN

DIRECTORS

Secretary General

Ms. Michelle LEE
Coordinator

Mr. Alessio FERRARESSO

Mr. Andrea BALANZONI

Mr. Riccardo FARINA

Mr. Giovanni FERRARELLI

President

Co-Representative

Intern

Luxottica Korea

Area Manager

Lotte Versalis Elastomers

International Fashion Trading S.a r.l.
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Orange Wine Tasting Masterclass

ITCCK ACTIVITIES

29 April 2021
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True Italian Taste Quiz Show

12 June 2021
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Authentic Italian Table - La Vera Pizza Napoletana

23 June 2021
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Italian Liqueurs Night

25 August 2021
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Gelato Masterclass

13 September 2021
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ITCCK x Jeonbuk PDO/PGI Online Cooking Class

Italian Food Festival

21 November 2021

20

22 Nov - 31 Dec 2021

ITCCK - 2022
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Ospitalita' Italiana
22 November 2021

22
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Business Dinner
26 November 2021
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BECOME A MEMBER OF ITCCK in 2022!
Membership
Category

Why joining ITCCK?
The Italian Chamber of Commerce in Korea promotes business environment where Italian/Korean
companies can network and grow. Joining membership at ITCCK will offer you the opportunity to
diversify your business network, as well as innovative business solutions.

1

NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES

2

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE
PROVIDER

3

SPECIALIZED
MARKETING
SERVICES

Expand your business network by participating in events in various
formats such as b2b meetings, seminars and business luncheon
on diverse themes organized by ITCCK, where you can meet
people with diverse backgrounds, working in different areas. These
activities aim to provide valuable professional contacts to our
members interested in expanding their business networks in Korea
and Italy.

Benefit from experts of Italian and Korean markets, which
accompany you in your development of business in Korea and
Italy. ITCCK brings together individual entrepreneurs, as well as
businesses to advance the interests of its members through contact
and interaction with government agencies, trade associations and
international organizations both in Korea and Italy.

ITCCK offers a selection of initial contact with potential business
partners (each contact includes business address, telephone
number and executive name/title.), organization of trade show
participation, assistance in setting up a company/office in Italy,
organization of commercial delegations and trade missions. ITCCK
also organizes international missions of inviting Korean importers
to Italy for various sectors like food, wine, fashion and furnishings
to give an opportunity to develop business relationship and
improve performance.
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Description

Young
Professional

Any physical person
under 30 years old

Individual

Any physical person willing
to enjoy Networking
opportunities on a personal
basis

Small
Business

Professionals or
Companies up to 10
Employees

Benefits

Exclusive Invitation to all ITCCK
Events
+ ITCCK Info and Newsletter
+ Membership Card with
discounts [NEW]

Voting &
Eligibility

Rate
[kkrw]

X

60

X

120

O

250

O

350

O

500

O

750

All of the above, plus:
+ Access to all ITCCK Services
with -10% discount
+ Presentation Page in the
ITCCK Directory
+ Free access to the Italian Job
Database [NEW]

Enterprise

Companies with more
than 10 Employees

Corporate

Companies as part of
larger Multinational
Groups

Premium

Any Company willing to
enjoy increased Visibility
and 1 free Service

Gold

Any Company willing to
enjoy Top Visibility and a
4 free Service package

+ 1 Year Gold Visibility in all
ITCCK Channels:
Website, Newsletters, Banners
+ 4 Free Service Package (Job
Searches or E-mail Marketing
Campaigns)

O

1500

Associate

Non-profit Organizations

Same as Enterprise

X

Free

All of the above, plus:
+ 1 Year Premium Visibility in
ITCCK Website
+ 1 Free Service (Job Search or
E-mail Marketing Campaign)

Increase the visibility and recognition of your company
by being listed in the annual membership directory!
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ITALY

Invest in Italy_

GDP (nominal)
Total: $2,272 trillion (2022 est.)
Per Capita: $38,168 (2022 est.)

Historically speaking,
Italy has not only played a determining
role in the development of the
Mediterranean region but in the XV-XVI
century also founded a whole new way
in which the Europe perceives the world
and itself, giving birth to an essential
cultural movement famously known as
“Rinascimento” or Renaissance.

Currency: EURO

During that period, Italy and Europe
opened themselves to the “new world”
with the discovery of America. In doing
so, they boosted their economies thanks
to the intensification of international
commerce and trade. Moreover, Italy
has historically played the role of
“bridge” between the East and the West,
becoming the first western country to
establish commercial relations with
China and other eastern countries. Italian
international trade sector has developed
throughout the centuries, thereby building
solid basis in international commerce and
allowing the country to become an elite
competitor with first-class products.
Today Italy is also renowned all over the
world for its brands, frequently ranking
first in all the productive sectors. In
terms of commerce, the main sectors of
Italian economy are light manufacturing,
transportations and, on the whole,
services.
The Italian economy is based on a
considerable number of small and
medium enterprises, which guarantee the
highest quality implied by the “Made in
Italy” concept.

Data Source: IMF, ISTAT
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Italian National Holidays

KOREA

2022

01 January
New Year's Day

17 April
Easter

06 January
Epiphany

GDP (nominal)
Total: $1,907.7 trillion (2022 est.)
Per Capita: $36,791.5 (2022 est.)
Currency: KRW

18 April
Easter Monday

25 April
Liberation Day
01 May
Labor Day
02 June
Republic Day

15 August
Assumption Day

01 November
All Saints' Day
08 December
Immaculate Conception
25 December
Christmas Day

26 December
St Stephen's Day

Data Source: IMF, KOSIS
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Invest in Republic of Korea

Korean National Holidays

2022

The Republic of Korea
is a highly developed country
with a high-income economy
and a high Human Development
Index (0.906), ranking 22nd in
the world (2019).

01 January
New Year's Day

As a member of OECD since 1957,
the ROK has constantly recorded
positive results in recent decades.
South Korea is the fourth
economic giant of Asia and the
world’s 12th economic power with
an annual GDP Growth Rate of
2.0% (2019).

01 March
Independence Day

The primary exports of
the country are wireless
telecommunication equipment,
semiconductors, computers,
motor vehicles, petrochemicals
and ships.
With more than 597 billion
dollars of export, Republic of
Korea is ranked 6th among
world’s exporters and represents
an excellent commercial partner
for Italy (in 2018, the total
commercial trade between the
two countries reached about 11
billion dollars).
Thanks to the Free Trade
Agreement with the European
Union, the Korean market is
an optimal growth opportunity
for Italian entrepreneurs and
exporters.

31 Jan to 02 Feb
Lunar New Year's Days

05 May
Children's Day
08 May
Buddha's Birthday
06 June
Memorial Day

15 August
Liberation Day

09 to 12 Sep
Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving)
03 October
National Foundation Day
09 October
Hangeul Proclamation Day

25 December
Christmas Day
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2022 Members Index

37 GOLD MEMBERS

69 CORPORATE MEMBERS

38

Apicius Korea

70

a.testoni Korea Co., Ltd.

39

Arneg Korea

71

Bulgari Korea

40

Curo Holdings Co., Ltd.

72

Danieli Korea

41

Ferrero Asia Limited Korea Branch

73

De’Longhi Korea Ltd.

42

Hana Bank (KEB Hana Bank)

74

Deloitte Anjin LLC

43

Harmonie Co., Ltd

75

Dolce and Gabbana Korea Ltd.

44

Insight Studio Legale

76

IDS Korea Ltd.

45

Leonardo

77

Intesa Sanpaolo

46

Lotte Versalis Elastomers Co., Ltd.

78

Lotte Hotel Co., Ltd.

47

Mondodelvino Korea Co., Ltd.

79

Luxottica Korea

48

Nexis

80

Marposs Company Limited

49

Paolodemaria Co., Ltd.

81

Mazars Sebit Accounting Firm

50

Paris Croissant Co., Ltd.

82

Peroni Korea

51

Pecorino Trattoria

83

Rieckermann Korea Ltd.

52

Pirelli Korea

84

Samil PriceWaterhouseCoopers

53

Prima Power

85

Yulchon LLC

54

Savino Del Bene Korea

86

Zegna

55

STMicroelectronics Asia Pacific Pte.Ltd.

56

Young In Corporation

57

Yurim Holdings, Inc.

87 ENTERPRISE MEMBERS

58 PREMIUM MEMBERS

88

10 Corso Como Cafe (Samsung C&T)

89

Barun Law LLC

90

Creative Lab Ltd.

59

Chef's Food Co., Ltd.

91

Daegu-Gyeongbuk Free Economic Zone Authority

60

Conrad Seoul

92

G&G Foods

61

Gangnam Leon Dental Clinic

93

Gwangyang Bay Area Free Economic Zone Authority

62

Hannuri Tax & Accounting

94

Hyundai Green Food (Eataly)

63

Intercos Korea Inc.

95

Interliquor Inc.

64

Mondrian Seoul Itaewon

96

ITR Industries Ltd.

65

Nice Coffee System Co., Ltd.

97

Junhan FnC Corp.

66

Schenker Korea Ltd.

98

Kim & Chang

67

Trans Beverages Co., Ltd.

99

Oleificio Salvadori S.r.l.

68

Unox Korea
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100

P&E Consulting, Inc.

101

SAES Getters Korea Corporation

102

Sky Lounge Italian restaurant & bar, InterContinental SEOUL COEX
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Gold

103 SMALL BUSINESS MEMBERS
104

ADM Srl - Latteria Del Curatino

105

Cafe Omino

106

Conme Trattoria

107

Damgeum

108

Gauscento Co., Ltd.

109

Gelateria L’albero di Ginkgo

110

Hi-im intertrade co., Ltd.

111

Il Muretto

112

JOE Gelateria

113

Kitchen 485 Ltd.

114

Osteria Moon

115

Osteria Moon Gwangju

116

Pizzeria Marione

117

Pizzeria Popolo

118

Plin

119

Ristorante & Bar Il Chiasso

120

Ristorante EO

121

Salotto Sangsu

122

Scooper Gelato

123

SH Solution

124

Sogno Factory CO., Ltd.

125

Spacca Napoli

126

Trento: Camera Di Commercio I.A.A.

127

Volare

128 ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
129

American Chamber of Commerce in Korea (AMCHAM Korea)

130

The European Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ECCK)

131

French Korean Chamber of Commerce and Industry

132

Korean-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KGCCI) – AHK Korea

133

Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ESCCK)

134

Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Korea (SCCK)
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Members
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APICIUS KOREA

Arneg Korea

Activities

Activities

Contacts

JI Myung RYU
CFO
T. +82-62-940-0116
E. jmru@arneg.co.kr

Contacts

SEOUL OFFICE
8F, E&C Venture Dream Tower III, 38-21,
Digital-ro 31-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, 08376,
KOREA
W. www.arneg.co.kr
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Gold
|
Premium
|

HEADQUARTER AND PLANT ONE
#1007, 49, Pyeongdongsandan 6beon-ro,
Contacts
Gwangsan-gu, Gwangju, 62453, KOREA
T. +82-62-940-0113(0107)

88-1, Baegyang-ro, Jung-gu, Ulsan, KOREA
Contacts
T. +82-52-245-1498
+82-10-4480-1498
E. info@apiciuskorea.co.kr
W. www.apiciuskorea.co.kr
Instagram. @apiciuskorea
@apiciuskorea_restaurant
@cafe_ottootto
@tuttoitaly_korea

|
|

Seowon JANG
CEO
T. +82-52-245-1498
E. seowonjang@apiciuskorea.co.kr

Yunmi LEE
General Manager
T. +39-328-155-3017
E. yunmilee@apiciuskorea.co.kr

Corporate
|

Sung Kyu LEE
President & CEO
T. +82-2-2102-3210
E. sklee@arneg.co.kr

Associate

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Arneg Korea, while retaining its leadership position in the domestic market by serving the
major players and dealers and in the industry, is also continuously increasing its presence
and success overseas in most Asian countries.

Enterprise

Italian Foods
APICIUS KOREA has its own food brand, TUTTO ITALY, which means "Italian Food for All".
You can meet Italian imported goods, and Italian foods such as Italian meal kits, sauces
and desserts made by Apicius Korea Restaurant through TUTTO ITALY; mall.apiciuskorea.
co.kr.

Arneg Korea has been established in 1999 as a joint venture between Arneg Italy and
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd, Korea. After the ownership has completely passed into
Italian hands in 2002, our company has been able to successfully combine the typical
Korean lean manufacturing system and quality standards with Italian design and a global
strength: now Arneg is directly present in 27 countries, with 21 production plants and 12
trade offices. Deep knowledge of the market needs and global experience is shared
everyday between headquarter and the branches around the world through an advanced
network system.

Small Business

Italian Restaurant & Italian Espresso Bar
APICIUS KOREA runs its own Italian restaurant and Italian Espresso Bar, from where Italian
culinary culture is being introduced to the customers.

Arneg Group, headquartered in Italy’s Venice area, is a worldwide leading company in the
commercial refrigeration industry. Our company is a global player in the production and
distribution of refrigerated system showcases and plug-in units, cold rooms, door systems,
condensing units, coolers, chillers, shelve racks. Thanks to our wide range of products
and a flexible production we are committed to achieve the highest customer satisfaction
through a continuous strive to improve quality, design, eco-friendliness, safety and energy
saving standards.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|

Italian Culinary Arts School
APICIUS KOREA is an Italian Culinary Arts School, established in July, 2018 in Ulsan, Korea.
It is an official campus of APICIUS, Florence University of the Arts. APICIUS is the first
WACS certified institute in Italy. It is a renowned institute for well-structured curriculum
and its education integrated with Italian tradition and culture. The curriculum of APICIUS
KOREA consists accordingly of those of APICIUS, and the courses are instructed by the
faculty of APICIUS. APICIUS KOREA offers career programs, short and special programs
dealing with culinary and pastry arts, wine, wellness and restaurant management. APICIUS
KOREA is certified by WACS in April 2020 for its high-quality culinary education and
academic system. APICIUS KOREA will be a leading institute to provide the foundation for
a career as world-class culinary experts and food professionals, aiming to introduce Italian
culinary culture in Korea.

|

Enterprise

|

Commercial refrigeration

|

Italian Culinary Arts School & Italian Restaurant & café & Italian Foods

Curo Holdings Co., Ltd.

Ferrero Asia Limited Korea Branch

|

Confectionary Wholesale

|

illy Coffee Distribution, Retail, Cafe

illy Coffee
The company has constructed a world of intelligence, experience, taste, science and art
around the pleasure of a perfect cup of coffee. The company is known and admired
on five continents for the high quality and unmistakable velvety taste of its coffee, an
outstanding blend made up of nine types of pure Arabica that every day delights millions
of people at home, offices, hotels, restaurants and cafés. The illy blend is now sold in over
140 countries, across 5 continents. Served in more than 100,000 public establishments, illy
around the world means more than 6 million cups are consumed each day.

Our brands:
We are focused on producing innovative, high quality products under trusted brands.
Our brands include Ferrero Rocher, Nutella and Kinder.

|
Corporate
|

Yisabel YEO
Assistant Manager
E. yjyeo@curoholdings.com
M. +82-10-8004-7840

Eunjee PARK
Senior Country Brand Manager, Pralines
& Nutella, Korea
T. +82-70-5220-4572
E. eunjee.park@ferrero.com

Enterprise

Alexandre RONSIN
General Manager of Ferrero Korea and
Japan
T. +82-70-5229-4554
E. alexandre.ronsin@ferrero.com

Contacts

4F, Dongwon Bldg. 7, Teheran-ro 77-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06159, KOREA
T. +82-2-2606-1282
E. yjyeo@curoholdings.com
W. www.illycaffe.co.kr

Unit#1601 16F, Gran Seoul Tower 1, Jongro
33, Jongro-gu, Seoul, 03159, KOREA
T. +82-70-5220-4560
W. www.ferrero.com
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|

Contacts

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Enterprise

Derek KIM
Director
E. derekhyun@curocom.com
M. +82-10-9013-3910

|
Small Business
|
Associate
|

|

About Ferrero Group:
Ferrero Group is a family-owned business, established in Alba in the Piedmont region
in 1946. The Group is today led by the third generation of the Ferrero family, and is
focused on producing high quality, innovative products in a socially, economically and
environmentally responsible way.

Premium

Curo Holdings Co., Ltd.
Since September of 2009, Curo Holdings have entered the coffee distribution business
in Korea as an exclusive importers of the world's finest illy coffee directly from its
Italian headquarters. Curo Holdings supply products to domestic luxury hotels, famous
department stores, luxury food and beverage outlets, illy cafè retail stores and merchants.

Gold

Activities

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Hana Bank (KEB Hana Bank)

Harmonie Co., Ltd.

Activities

Activities

Seunghwan KIM
Director
E. spacedio@naver.com
M. +82-10-6246-0797

Branch Office
1. Harmonie Nine EURL_Art & Funiture
• 6 Avenue Frankllin D. Roosevelt
Paris, 75008 FRANCE
• Via Alessandro Volta 60,
Cusago (Milan) ITALY
T. +39-336-5991-5776
E. jung@harmonief.co.kr
W. www.harmonief.com

Meenkey JEONG
Director
E. harmonienine@gmail.com
M. +82-10-3494-0797

2. Dio Art Center_Gallery, Film Import & Export
47, Cheongyangro, 97 beongil, Yeonsugu,
Incheon, 21945 KOREA
T. +82-32-834-2233
E. spacedio@naver.com
Contacts
W. www.dioarcenter.kr
3. Buonbooks_publishing
905 Ho, 12 Gangnamdaero 65-gil, Seochogu,
Seoul, 06612 KOREA
T. +82-2-595-3670
W. www.buonbooks.co.kr
E. italiabook@naver.com
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Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|
Enterprise

Head Office
Harmonie Co., Ltd_Culture & Design
419 ho, 18 Seochojunggangro, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, 06612 KOREA
T. +82-2-575-3670, +82-2-595-3670
F. +82-2-575-3666
E. jung@harmonie.co.kr
W. www.harmonie.co.kr

|

|

Hana Bank Global Capital Transaction
Center, Headquarters
66, Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, 04538, KOREA
T. +82-2-2002-2336
E. davidfriedman@hanafn.com
W. www.kebhana.com

|

Contacts

Associate

Small Business

David FRIEDMAN
Relationship Manager
T. +82-2-2002-2336
E. davidfriedman@hanafn.com
M. +82-10-9049-8623

Lanki JUNG
CEO
E. kshlanki@naver.com
kshlanki@gmail.com
M. +82-10-4826-0792

|

Enterprise
|

Michelle LEE
Senior Relationship Manager
T. +82-2-2002-2338
E. nahmlee@hanafn.com
M. +82-10-9049-8623

Contacts

Small Business

In the personal banking arena, the bank provides an array of quality expat banking
services through its network of foreigner-friendly branches as well as an English-language
Customer Service hotline (1599-6111, 1599-1111).

Associate

Premium
|

Hana Bank manages a center dedicated to Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) at its
headquarters in central Seoul; a multilingual corporate marketing team that guides
foreign companies investing in Korea with extensive support on FDI procedures; and
market-proven corporate and retail banking and consulting services tailored to foreign
customers.

|

Corporate

The bank, headquartered in Seoul, provides expertise in corporate, international, and
retail banking, and Korea’s most diverse currency services. Its strengths are evidenced by
leading market shares in foreign exchange and trade finance as well as other core areas
of the banking industry.

Harmonie Co., Ltd was founded in 2019, Head Office in Seoul, Korea and branch office in
Italy(Milan) in France(Paris) for the purpose of cultural exchange by cultural and artistic
projects in Korea and abroad. Our Business are Planning, hosting, and operating cultural
and artistic exhibitions, Furniture design, manufacture, wholesale, and retail, import and
export, Film planning, production, import and export distribution, Building Art Decoration
Production and Sales, Publishing, Art products, miscellaneous goods manufacturing and
wholesale and retailing, producing promotional video, Trade, telecommunications sales,
and ancillary businesses related to each subparagraph.
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|

The flagship company of Hana Financial Group, Hana Bank represents Korea’s most
global bank, with solid ratings from international rating agencies (A1 from Moody’s, A+
from S&P), and an extensive international network of 194 locations in 24 countries.

|

Gold

|

Design Furniture/Artwork, Production Furniture/Artwork, Furniture/Artwork Wholesale & Retail,
Project Administration Culture/Exhibition, Publishing, Gallery, Film/Furniture/Artwork Import & Export

|

Banking

Insight Studio Legale

Leonardo

|

Aerospace, Defence and Security

|

Law Firm

|
Premium
|

|

Founding & Managing Partner - Attorney at law
T. +39 02 7600 6364
M. +39 347 979 6651
E. jpark@insightlegal.it

Enterprise

Enterprise

Aaron LEWIS
Representative Director in Korea
E. aaron.lewis@leonardo.com

Ju Yeon PARK

Small Business

Alessandro MEROLLA

Small Business

Contacts

Contacts

Piazzale Marengo 6, 20121, Milano, ITALY
T. +39 02 7600 6364
F. +39 02 8715 2990
E. info@insightlegal.it
W. Insightlegal.it

5F Seoul Square, 416 Hangang-daero,
Jung-gu, Seoul 04637, KOREA
T. +82-2-6456-1590
F. +82-2-6456-1592
E. korean.office@leonardo.com
W. www.leonardo.com
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Associate

|

Founding Partner - Attorney at law
T. +39 02 7600 6364
M. +39 339 678 5292
E. amerolla@insightlegal.it
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|

|
Associate
|

|

Leonardo competes in the most important international markets by leveraging its areas
of technological and product leadership (Helicopters, Aircraft, Aerostructures, Electronics,
Cyber Security and Space). Listed on the Milan Stock Exchange (LDO), in 2020 Leonardo
recorded consolidated revenues of €13.4 billion and invested €1.6 billion in Research and
Development. The company has been part of the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI)
since 2010 and has been confirmed among the global sustainability leaders in 2021.
Leonardo is also included in the MIB ESG index.

Corporate

Leonardo, a global high-technology company, is among the top world players in
Aerospace, Defense and Security and Italy’s main industrial company. Organized into
five business divisions, Leonardo has a significant industrial presence in Italy, the United
Kingdom, Poland and the USA, where it also operates through subsidiaries that include
Leonardo DRS (defense electronics), and joint ventures and partnerships: ATR, MBDA,
Telespazio, Thales Alenia Space and Avio.

|

Insight is the first ever Italian-Korean boutique law firm established in Italy and based in
Milan.
We support our clients to start and expand their businesses in Europe and Asia, in
particular Italy and Korea, providing high quality, creative, and solution-oriented legal
services.
Our legal practice focuses on Commercial Law, Intellectual Property Law, IT and Media
Law, Data Protection Law, Digital Entertainment and Esports.
We have a wide experience in liaising clients with business partners for M&A and Joint
Venture projects, by providing for efficient and tailor-made legal solutions aimed at
protecting their investments.
Our legal services include the assistance and representation of our clients in Courts for
litigation cases related to commercial, patents, trademarks, design, copyright and trade
secrets.
We provide our legal services in Korean, Italian, English, German and Spanish languages.

Gold

Activities

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

LOTTE VERSALIS ELASTOMERS CO., LTD

Mondodelvino Korea Co., Ltd.

|

Wine Import and Distribute

|

Petrochemicals

Hee Joo (Ella) BAE
Marketing Manager
E. ella@mondodelvino.co.kr
M. +82-10-8379-2016

Contacts

7F, 51, Lotte Tower, Boramae-ro 5-gil,
Dongjak-gu, Seoul, 07071 KOREA
T. +82-2-840-3609

4th floor, Baypalm House, 29, Heolleung-ro
569-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 04637, KOREA
T. +82-2-522-2291
E. info@mondodelvino.co.kr
W. mondodelvino.co.kr
Instagram. @mondodelvino.kr
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|
Small Business

ITCCK - 2022

|

Contacts

Associate

|

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Premium
|

Giovanni MONGINI
EPR Product Line Manager
T. +82-2-840-3640
E. 52245021@lvelastomers.com

Enterprise

Sung Soo (Alex) PARK
C.E.O / President
E. aspark@mondodelvino.co.kr
M. +82-10-5188-5388

|

Andrea VERAZZI
Co-Representative Director
T. +82-2 840-3602
E. andrea.verazzi@lvelastomers.com

|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

Mondo Del Vino Korea was established in 2015 with direct investment from Mondodelvino
Group. Consistent with the Group philosophy, Mondodelvino Korea pursues “pleasure in
daily life” with our wine under the slogan, “Wine is Fun!”

|

MONDODELVINO SPA was founded in 2013 as a holding company of a group of wineries,
combining its vision with loyalty to its roots, passion, and an innovative look towards the
future. Its origins, which began in 1991 with the founding of the MGM Mondo del Vino
winery, stem from the pioneering vision of oenologists and winemaking experts Alfeo
Martini, Roger Gabb, and Christoph Mack, who together created an innovative way of
producing and marketing quality Italian wine.
Mondodelvino has wineries in the main Italian wine regions as well as international
headquarters in the UK, Russia, South Korea, and China. These offices support fostering
development as well as creating a personalized wine journey in over 50 countries
worldwide. According to MEDIOBANCA in 2019, Mondodelvino S.p.A ranked for the 5th
consecutive year among the top 20 wineries in Italy by sales performance.

Corporate

Lotte Versalis Elastomers is a 50:50 joint venture between Lotte Chemical and Versalis,
ENI’s chemical company, established to address the Asian Elastomers market, with
particular reference to the tyre and automotive industries.
The company produces Solution Styrene-Butadiene Rubber, Polybutadiene Rubber and
Ethylene-Propylene Rubber, adopting Versalis proprietary technology as well as Lotte
Chemical raw materials and industrial services.

Gold

Activities

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

NEXIS

Paolodemaria Co., Ltd.
Italian Culinary Institute / Italian Restaurant /
Italian Delicacy Deli Shop

|

|

Kitchen furniture manufacturing , Interior Brand import & distribution

|
Premium
|
|

Minhee KIM
Marketing Senior Manager
T. +82-2-6951-5350
E. kimmh@dynexis.kr

|

DA PAOLO DELICATEZZE
Contacts
Email: dapaoloofficial@gmail.com
Facebook: Da Paolo Official
Instagram: @Dapaolo_official
IFSE KOREA
E. ifsekorea@gmail.com
W. www.ifsekorea.com
Facebook. IFSE Korea
Instagram. @ifsekorea
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Small Business

PAOLO DE MARIA FINE TRATTORIA
E. info@paolodemaria.com
W. www.paolodemaria.com
Facebook. paolodemaria fine trattoria
Instagram. @paolodeamariafinetrattoria

Associate

541, Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, 06126, KOREA
T. +82-2-6951-5350
E. kimmh@dynexis.kr
W. www.nexis-design.com
Instagram. @nexisgallery

Genie Choi DE MARIA
CEO
E. hoorayforgenie@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9056-0065

1~3F, 24, Yeonhui-ro 26-gil, Seodaemun-gu,
Seoul, 03723, KOREA
T.+82-2-599-9936 / +82-10-7293-9936
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|

|
Associate

Small Business

Seokhang LEE
Executive Director
E. leeshang@dynexis.kr
M. +82-10-8742-3337

Contacts

|

Corporate

Corporate
|
|

Enterprise

Kitchen Show room

Nexis gallery Bldg in Seoul

|

Founded in 1970, Nexis has manufactured and delivered kitchen and storage furniture to
domestic construction companies and individual customers. We started the business of
distributing imported brands in 2017, and now we sell a total of 10 Italian brands in the
kitchen, bathroom, faucet, door, and storage furniture to Korea.
Nexis Gallery is an imported brand showroom located in Gangnam, Seoul. We supply
approximately 50,000 units of furniture annually to construction companies that build
apartments and residences that require high-end interiors.
Nexis imports the following Italian brands:

Paolodemaria ltd is a company that moves in the sector of gastronomic culture and Italian cuisine.
It was founded in 2010 to educate and experience the real Italian cuisine to Korean by Paolo De Maria,
the owner chef and chief professor in various Korean cooking schools and his own Italian Culinary
Institute IFSE Korea.
Paolo De Maria, the only Italian cook in Korea up to now, published in 2008 the cook book “Pasta e
Basta” which was the best seller cookbook for 2 years with a circulation of 18,000 copies sold, still used
today in various colleges and culinary universities. He was awarded the Honorary Citizenship of Seoul
for his professional and educational merits. He has participated in several television and documentary
programs and has been recognized by public opinion as the most influential and well-known Italian
chef operating in Korea. During the 2018 Winter Olympics and Paralympics in Pyeongchang, he
was consultant and chef in charge of the Paralympic House Italy. He organized numerous cultural,
gastronomic and commercial events in collaboration with the most important Italian institutions in Korea,
such as the Italian Embassy in Seoul, the Institute for Foreign Trade and the Italian Institute of Culture.
Paolo De Maria's journey here in Korea has always been oriented on two different fronts:
-The commercial sector with Paolodemaria Fine Trattoria and Da Paolo Delicatezze.
-The educational sector with the IFSE Korea coocking academy.
The company also deals with planning consultancy and external projects.
To date, thanks to the training courses of Italian Haute Cuisine, IFSE Korea prepares many Korean
students for Italian gastronomic culture and organizes the training course at the Italian Culinary
Institute IFSE, in Italy, a school officially recognized by the Presidency of the Italian Republic as "Italian
excellence".
Paolodemaria Fine Trattoria restaurant is recognized by gastronomic guides as a reference point for
original Italian cuisine, where tradition continuously evolves in a modern key thanks to the creativity of
Chef Paolo De Maria. It has been included by the Gambero Rosso gastronomic guide among the "Top
Italian Restaurants in Seoul" and since 2018 the 2 forks have been recognized.
Da Paolo Delicatezze is a deli shop with top quality Italian products; you can find focaccia, ciabatta
bread, salami, cakes, small pastries and gelati all produced by Chef Paolo De Maria. We also offer other
products “Made in Italy” such as dry pasta, olive oil, natural wines, balsamic vinegar and much more.

Enterprise

Kitchen furniture manufacturing , Interior Brand import & distribution

Gold

Activities

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Paris Croissant Co., Ltd.

PECORINO Trattoria

Activities

Activities

Soyoung JUNG
Secretary
T. +82-2-2276-6056
E. syjung@spc.co.kr

Dayoung YI (Chohee LEE)
Owner
E. chgml1101@naver.com
M. +82-10-5738-3420

Contacts

Contacts

18, Sagimakgol-ro 31beon-gil, Jungwon-gu,
Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13220, KOREA
T. +82-2-2276-5995
E. jinchl0624@spc.co.kr
W. www.paris.co.kr

1st Floor, 18, Dosan-dearo 68-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-10-5732-3419
E. chgml1101@naver.com
Instagram. @pecorino_trattoria
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Gold
|
Premium
Small Business
Associate

|

Small Business
|
Associate
|

|
Enterprise

Beyongjun CHOI
Owner Chef
E. lineagejam@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9744-3419

|

Jaebok HWANG
President
T. +82-2-2276-6093
E. jinchl0624@spc.co.kr

|

Enterprise

|

Reservations can be made through Catch Table.
For other inquiries, please contact us at 010 5732 3419.
Valet is also possible.

Corporate

Since 2004, Paris Baguette has entered overseas markets including China, the US,
Vietnam, Singapore and France, currently runs over 400 locations outside of Korea. Other
F&B brands include Paris Croissant (premium bakery café), Pascucci (Italian espresso café),
Coffee@Works (specialty coffee), LINA’s (sandwich), Passion5 (upscale dessert gallery),
L’atelier (café restaurant), Jamba Juice (smoothie) and ShakeShack (Burgers).
The company is also rapidly gaining traction in the restaurant industry with brands such
as Queens Park (organic), Lagrilla (Italian), L’abri (wine&dine), The World Vine(wine) and
Vera (Neapolitan pizza).

Pecorino is a trattoria. It is an Italian dining restaurant where anyone can visit casually.
We basically aim for the classic Italian style.
We cook with care every day with fresh and healthy ingredients.
There are many different types of pasta that we make every day.
Tagliatelle, Rigatoni, Spaghetti, Bucatini, Tagliolini, Reginette, Conchiglie, Agnolotti,
Tortellini, Risotto, Gnocchi and others.
Each fresh pasta is perfectly matched well with the really delicious special sauces of Chef
Beyongjun CHOI.
Focaccia and Ciabatta are organic wheat, fermented at low temperature, and produced
on the same day are served before meals.
We also have light dishes to accompany wine and appetizers before meals, as well as
Korean beef steak and T-bone steak.
You can come on a special day, and if you want to eat really delicious and wholesome
pasta, come anytime.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|

PARIS CROISSANT CO., LTD. established in 1986, adopted European Bakery culture
concept and in 1988 PARIS CROISSANT CO., LTD. launched “PARIS BAGUETTE” brand
which developed as the biggest Bakery-Café franchise brand in Korea. The differentiated
products, unique marketing and cosy shop atmosphere have made Paris Baguette the
largest baked goods chain with over 3,800 franchisees.

|

Corporate

|

Italian Restaurant

|

Manufacture of Dry Bakery Products

Pirelli Korea

Prima Power

Activities

Activities

beyond tyre manufacturing. It has a record of 110 years supporting motorsport, it sponsors
multiple sports – from the Italian football team Inter Milan and America’s Cup winner Emirates
Team New Zealand, to the Los Angeles Dodgers baseball team – and it has a commitment
to the arts and culture represented by the Pirelli Calendar, the Pirelli Foundation and Pirelli
also involved in numerous initiatives for the community.

With our product lines ThePUNCH, TheLASER, TheCOMBI, TheBEND, The PRESS, The
SHEAR, TheSYSTEM and TheSOFTWARE we cover all stages of the sheet metal working
process.
Our family of highly advanced fiber laser machines and servo-electric solutions for
punching, bending and integrated processes is the widest in the world, are highly
productive, energy-efficient, sustainable and “Industry 4.0 Inside”.

Gold
|

Andrea BONNIN
General Manager
E. andrea.bonnin@primapower.com
M. +82-10-9395-1970

|

Andrea IOB
T. +82-2-550-2902
E. andrea.iob@pirelli.com

Rio KIM
Project Manager
E. rio.kim@primapower.com
M. +82-10-3033-3881

Contacts

Contacts

Yeoksam 823 Building 4F, 70 Nonhyeon-ro
85-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06234 KOREA
T. +82-10-8008-8463

M 904, 32, Songdogwahak-ro,
Yeonsu-gu, Incheon, KOREA
T. +82-507-1304-2729
E. sales.korea@primapower.com
W. www.primapower.com
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Associate

|

Small Business
|
Associate
|

|
|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

HangarBicocca, one of Europe’s largest exhibition spaces for contemporary art. The company is

Our manufacturing facilities are in Italy, Finland, USA and China, from which we deliver
machines and systems all over the world. Our sales and service network is active in over
80 countries, with direct presence or through a network of specialized dealers.

Enterprise

Premium

The fame of the Pirelli name and brand also stems from its involvement in multiple activities

Premium

supplier to luxury car manufacturers.

Prima Power is a leading specialist in machines and systems for sheet metal working.
Our offering in this field is one of the widest and covers all applications: laser processing,
punching, shearing, bending, automation.

Small Business

|

high-end style with an Italian heritage all underlined by the company’s dominant position as a

A leading specialist in laser and sheet metal working technology

|

is known as an icon of technology and excellence. It is a name that stands for a premium,

Corporate

Founded in Milan in 1872, Pirelli is one of the world’s largest tyre manufacturers. The Pirelli brand
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|

Gold

|

Laser and sheet metal machinery

|

Tyre Manufacturing

Savino Del Bene Korea

STMicroelectronics Asia Pacific Pte.Ltd.

|

Semiconductor

|

International Transport

|
Premium
|
Enterprise

SALES & MARKETING
• $12.8 billion revenue in 2021
• 80 offices in 35 countries
• Over 200,000 customers worldwide

Corporate

KEY FACTS
• Independent device manufacturer with 13 main manufacturing sites
• President and CEO: Jean-Marc Chery
• Public since 1994: traded in New York, Paris, and Milan
• Corporate Headquarters: Geneva (CH)
• Committed to sustainability: Signatory of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC),
Member of the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA)
• Committed to be carbon neutral by 2027

|

WE ARE DRIVERS OF YOUR INNOVATION
We build products, solutions and ecosystems that enable smarter mobility, more efficient
power and energy management, and the widescale deployment of the Internet of Things
and 5G technology.

PEOPLE & INNOVATION
• ~48,000 employees worldwide
• 105 nationalities
• ~8,400 people working in R&D and product design
• ~18,500 active patents

Contacts

Contacts

9F, Ryushan Bldg., 357, Yangcheon-ro,
Gangseo-gu, Seoul, 07530, KOREA
T. +82-2-2188-7000
E. seoul@savinodelbene.com
W. www.savinodelbene.com

24F Kyobotower A, 465, Gangnam-daero,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, 04637, KOREA
T. +82-2-3489-0114
W. www.st.com
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Irene JANG
Section manager of Office Admin/
Executive Assistant
T. +82-2-3489-0100
E. irene.jang@st.com
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Associate

|

JS PARK
Country Manager
T. +82-2-3489-0114

|

|

Associate

|

Small Business

Andy UM
Sales Team Manager
T. +82-2-2188-7011
E. andy.um@savinodelbene.com

WHAT WE DO
We create semiconductor solutions which are integrated into each of the billions of
electronic devices people across the globe interact with every day. By getting more from
technology to get more from life, ST stands for life.augmented.

|

Enterprise
|

Luca SIGOT
Managing Director
T. +82-2-2188-7001
E. luca.sigot@savinodelbene.com

At ST, we are creators and makers of semiconductor technologies. We work with our
customers and partners to design and build products, solutions, and ecosystems that
address their challenges and opportunities, and the need to support a more sustainable
world.

Small Business

Savino Del Bene, which bears the name of its founder, was established in Florence in
1899. The company’s initial focus was on the development of trade lanes between Italy
and the USA. Today, Savino Del Bene is a global company specialized in logistics and
supply chain management, offering a variety of services in the form of ocean, air and
truck shipments around the world. With more than 4450 employees around the world,
293 offices in 5 continents, Savino Del Bene, is the largest Italian Shipping Company, also
ranked worldwide in the top 20 largest operators in the industry of freight forwarding.
Supported by 42 logistic-warehouses, the Group handled in 2021, 662.000 TEUS and air
flight shipments for a total of 88 Million Kgs.
With a professional team available at all times in your local market, we are able to adapt
to the requirements of individual markets through our widespread presence and full
understanding of local customs and administrative regulations.
Savino Del Bene offers tailor-made solutions combined with competitive rates and
professionalism.

Gold

Activities

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Young In Corporation

Yurim Holdings, Inc.

|

Italy Fashion Items Import & Sales

|

Trade, Distribution (Italian food)

We assure our valuable customers that we are doing our utmost to supply high quality
products without shortage all the time, so please get in touch with Young in corporation
at your convenience to enjoy superior Italian food.
Young in corporation's main Italian partners are as below.
• VILLA MODENA: Balsamic vinegar

• CANNAMELA: Spice and herb

• ACETIFICI ITALIANI MODENA: Balsamic vinegar

• BONOMELLI : Herb tea

• RIUNIONE: Cuttlefish ink

• POLLI: Preserved vegetable (Olive, caper etc)

• SPERLARI: Stevia, Confectionery

• STAR: Chicken and vegetable stock, Ragu sauce

• AGRISICILIA: Marmalade

• CENTONZE: Olive oil

• COSIMAR: Anchovy

• GRISSIN BON: Grissini

• PETRUZZELLI: Olive

• FRANTOIO BIANCO: Basil pesto

• VERRIGNI: Pasta

• SELEKTIA: Truffle

• RIGONI DI ASIAGO : Organic jam

• MERLINI: Mushroom

• BRUNO : Organic Olive oil

1119, Kranz-Techno, 388, Dunchon-daero,
Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do,
13403, KOREA
T. +82-31-777-8766
E. monocools@yicorp.com
W. www.yicorp.com
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Contacts
1st FL, Yurim Building, 17 Nonhyeon-ro 71-Gil,
Gangnam-Gu, Seoul, 06248, KOREA
T. +82-2-365-5752
E. yurim.holdings@gmail.com
W. www.most12.com
Instagram. @most12_

Associate

Jin Hoon HWANG
Trading manager
T. +82-31-777-8766 (ext.301)
E. monocools@yicorp.com
M. +82-10-8445-0155

|

Sung Wook KIM
Sales manager
T. +82-31-777-8766 (ext.502)
E. cristiankim@yicorp.com
M. +82-10-5729-4892

Contacts

|
Small Business

|

• TERRA MARIS: Sun dried tomatoes, Lemon juice

Enterprise

John HA
VP/Managing Director
E. yurim.holdings@gmail.com
M. +82-10-8868-8164
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|

|
Associate
|

Most Korean customers believe high-quality of Italy products depends on the most
valuable service. Yurim Holdings aims to provide seamless valuable service and support to
each customer.

|

• DIVELLA: Pasta, Wheat, Peeled Tomatoes

Yurim Holdings has many business networks with department stores, lifestyle stores, big
shopping malls, television home-shopping, and professional sales stores in Korea and
Japan. In Japan, the biggest TV home-shopping channel (Shop Channel) is a partner. Also,
the company has provided high-end products to big companies like Samsung, Shinsegae,
Paradise group, etc. Normally, Yurim Holdings has an exclusive partnership with Italian
companies and focus on 100% Made in Italy products (mainly certified by ITPI in Fermo).

Premium

Our main items are coming from Italy, which is one of the most reliable countries in the
world to produce lots of well-being food likes olive, pasta, balsamic vinegar etc. We
currently have business relationship with more than 20 partners (Including EU & Asia
partners) like Divella (Pasta company), Cannamela (Spice and herb company), Polli
(Preserved vegetable company) and so on as an exclusive agent in Korea.

|

Since then, We have been always doing our best to supply superior imported items with
reasonable price to meet Korean customers’ needs under our motor “Give the best, Get the
best."

Yurim Holdings have started importing Italian fashion products in 2014 and the company
has visited many trade shows in Milan, Bologna, Vincenza, Florence, Verona, and other
places in Italy in the field of handbags, jewelries, shoes, decoration, and others. Now, The
company has its own show room (1st floor of Yurim Building) in their owned building in
Gangnam-Gu, Seoul.

Corporate

Young in corporation was established in 1996 as a trading company in Korea.

Gold

Activities

Small Business

|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Chef's Food Co., Ltd.

CHEF’S
F O O D
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• PONTICORVO : Frozen filone mozzarella

• BEPPINO OCCELLI : Butter, cheese

• CASEIFICIO PUGLIESE : Fresh mozzarella etc.

• COSTA D’ORO : Olive oil

• PONTI : Vinergar etc.

• CIAO, VESU’ : Tomato sauce

• BLUE MARINE : Mullet Bottarga

• DELICIUS : Anchovy

• RAVIDA’ : Olive oil, Sicily salt

• FICACCI : Fresh olive

• RISTORIS : Processed vegetables

• FRIUL TROTA : Trot caviar

• BASSI : Mascarpone, Gorgonzola cheese

• FUNGO&TARTUFO : Fresh truffle, Oil, Sauce

• LEVONI : Prosciutto, Mortadella etc.

• GUSTI : Organic oil

• LA VECCHIA DISPENSA : Balsamic vinegar

• GHIDETTI : Hard cheese

• SORRENTINA : Frozen Cheese

|
Premium
|
Enterprise

• RUMMO : Pasta, Sauce

• ANTIMO CAPUTO : Flour

Small Business

|

• ANGELLOZZI : Fresh Truffle

|

Contacts
Contacts
202 Hyeop-seong b/d, 65 Seongsui-ro,
Seongdong-gu, Seoul, 04781, KOREA
T. +82-1577-6227
E. admin@chefs.co.kr
W. www.chefs.co.kr
Facebook. chefsfoodkorea
Instagram. @chefsfoodkr

Associate

Members

|

Our main Italian partners:

Corporate

WE ARE DOING OUR BEST TO BE A PIONEER
IN SUPPLYING FOOD MATERIALS FOR FINE DINING CUISIN IN KOREA!
We help chefs complete real gourmet cuisine just like it has to be.
CHEF’S FOOD has worked toward supplying the chef with the top quality food material
on a mission to serve the real gourmet cuisine in the domestic market. We've imported
more than 500 premium products from about 80 different companies all over the world
supplying a wide assortment of the products such as olive oils, pasta, sauce, processed
vegetables, premium cheese, jamon, prosciutto, frozen iberico meat, foie gras, caviar, fresh
truffles and etc. to the food service like the fine dining restaurants and the premium hotels
and also to retail market such as department store, delicatessen and e-commerce.
Our business has grown year after year and we continue to work hard to deliver the real
delicacy experience to the people. In particular, we act as a true partner helping the chef
complete their gourment cuisine by consecutively searching good new items and studying
and setting the trend in advance.
Aiming to complete our mission, we are always willing to be your food counselor. So
please don't hesitate to contact us if you need something and further questions, please do
discuss it with us. We promise you that we make strenuous efforts to offer the world's top
quality products and taste.

Gold

Activities
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|

Premium

|

Import and distribution of European food & Ingredients

Conrad Seoul

Gangnam Leon Dental Clinic
Digital implant surgery, Wisdom tooth extraction, Laminate, Whitening teeth, Periodontal treatment,
Orthodontic & Clear aligner & Invisialign, Endodontics, TMD treatment, Dentures, Advanced General Dentistry

|

|

Hospitality (Hotel)

|
Small Business

Small Business

|

Mark MEANEY
General Manager
T. +82-2-6137-7007
E. mark.meaney@conradhotels.com
M. +82-10-2592-2306

4F, 415, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-535-2119 / +82-10-4569-1848
E. leondent_@naver.com
W. www.gangnamdental.co.kr
Instagram. @gangnam_leondental
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|

10, Gukjegeumyung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu,
Seoul, 07326, KOREA
T. +82-2-6137-7000
E. conrad_seoul@conradhotels.com
W. www.conradseoul.co.kr
www.conradseoul.com

Associate

|

Contacts

Associate

Nicola COCCIA
Hotel Manager
T. +82-2-6137-7010
E. nicola.coccia@conradhotels.com
M. +82-10-9421-2010

Contacts

|

Premium
Corporate
|
Enterprise

Grand King Executive Corner Suite
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|

CONRAD SEOUL

|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

Specialty of Gangnam Leon Dental Clinic:
-More than 20 years of clinical experience, numerous clinical cases with proven clinical
outcome.
-All dental staff members are skilled and qualified with prestigious university degrees.
-Multidisciplinary dental team approach and treatment with bio-compatable, safe dental
materials.
-We provide best dental care to restore both function and aesthetic of your teeth.
-Accurately diagnose and treat oral diseases, simulated with digital dental equipment and
workflow.
-Continuous oral hygiene and maintenance care is provided after all dental treatments.
-We offer personalized, individual treatment plan for your best treatment outcome/
-All dental instruments are thoroughly sterilized and disinfected after each use.

|

Conrad Seoul defines a new world of luxury, sophistication and service in Korea. Admired
for its globally inspired architecture and stunning views of the Han River and city
skyline, Conrad Seoul appeals to a new generation of travelers for whom life, business
and pleasure seamlessly intersect. Enjoy spacious guest rooms, innovative amenities,
indulgent dining and distinctive Conrad service at our towering luxury hotel. Conveniently
attached to Seoul’s subway system and an upmarket International lifestyle Mall with 9
CGV Theaters, Conrad Seoul is the closest luxury hotel to both International Airports. A
landmark in more ways than one, this Seoul hotel offers stunning 434 super spacious guest
rooms with stunning views and Apple® based in-room technology.

Gold

Activities

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Intercos Korea Inc.

Hannuri Tax & Accounting

Activities

Activities

Jin Ho BAE
CPA, Tax Attorney
T. +82-2-554-6589
E. jhbae@hannuricpa.co.kr

3F, 10, Bongeunsa-ro 54-gil, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, 06143, KOREA
T. +82-2-554-6589
E. jhbae@hannuricpa.co.kr

5F Osan Beautyhub 40-38
Gajangsaneopseobuk-ro, Osan-si
Gyeonggi-do 18103, KOREA
T. +82-31-8065-7710
W. www.intercoskr.com
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Gold
|
|

Contacts

Associate

Contacts

Small Business

Toti CHOI
COO
E. Toti.choi@intercos.com
M. +82-10-5236-9071

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Premium
|

|

Alessandro RECUPERO
CEO
E. Alessandro.recupero@intercos.com
M. +82-10-2654-5435

Enterprise

Enterprise

|

We will save your time and costs with our affiliated experts.

|

Company set up (Subsidiary, Sales Office…)
Market research and Finding business partners
Office Rent and Recruiting
Payroll & Employment contracts
Cash management and Banking service
Administration and Treasurer support
Bookkeeping & Financial reporting to HQ
Tax filing (VAT, Income taxes)
Internal & External Audits
Transaction support service
Liquidation and Exit plan

Corporate

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think of the makeup lines from the world’s biggest names in cosmetics. Imagine that
behind them lies the talent in research and innovation from a unique Italian company.
Since 1972, Intercos Group has specialized in color cosmetics, pencils, nail polish, skincare
and personal care products. Intercos is the only cosmetic manufacturer to offer the
same high quality standards and technology with a global presence and local approach
through 16 commercial offices and 16 production facilities in 13 countries. Season after
season, Intercos interprets beauty, creating lines of products from brands in every corner
of the globe.
Intercos Korea is the strategic Asian beauty hub of the Intercos group, with its integrated
R&D Innovation Center developing cutting edge technologies across all categories and
global Center of Excellence for Complexion (Base Make-Up, Skincare, Suncare) and its
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in the heart of Korean beauty valley.
The Intercos Group's philosophy of manufacturing innovative and high-quality cosmetics
is not only in Asia. It is spreading all over the world.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|

Hannuri Tax & Accounting is a Company specialized in providing corporate services for
Italian investors and companies with our affiliated experts.

|

Corporate

|

Cosmetics

|

Accounting, Tax, Management Consulting and Financial Services

Mondrian Seoul Itaewon

Nice Coffee System Co., Ltd.

Activities

Activities

Serin SON
Food & Beverage Coordinator
T. +82-2-2076-2055
E. Serin.SON@accor.com

Chong Mee YUN
PR Manager
T. +82-2-548-4688
E. crepresso@hotmail.com

Gold
|
Premium
Enterprise

Eun Woo HWANG
Corporate Chef
E. koreagelato@naver.com
M. +82-10-4544-4159

Small Business

|

Sietze HOEFNAGEL
Executive Assistant Manager – Food
& Beverage
E. Sietze.HOEFNAGEL@accor.com

|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Nice Coffee System was established in1990, becoming a distributor of Saeco Vending
S.p.A in Korea. Nice Coffee System has been popularizing the culture of Italian espresso,
providing business solution in Korea for 30 years. Nice Coffee System provides perfect
solutions in hardware, software, and customer service in the F&B sector. Business modules
always begins introducing culture of the products in order to contact our customers with
relationships, interests and sincerity. Nice Coffee System has more 10 partners in Italy and
worldwide. “We always enjoy spread of Italian espresso & food culture.”

Small Business

Gold
|
Premium
|

Mondrian Seoul Itaewon is a Premium Lifestyle Hotel located in the internationally diverse
district of Itaewon, presenting an immersive lifestyle destination with bold design, colorful
art, and seductive restaurant and nightlife offerings.
Boasting 295 guestrooms, the hotel features a range of dining and leisure spaces that
are unlike anything Seoul has seen before. The outdoor pool features a spacious viewing
deck overlooking the city, while Altitude Pool & Lounge offers a range of exotic cocktails,
mocktails and fine wines with casual bites. Mondrian also brings Asia’s first Cleo restaurant
to the lobby, delivering the brand’s famous blend of Miami vibes and Mediterranean
cuisine.
Privilege rooftop bar curates a wide selection of whiskeys and wines, alongside eclectic
live performances, while the Rumpus Room and Blind Spot provide more intimate settings
for after-work drinks or to relax and chill.
A gorgeous 867-square-meter ballroom with integrated LED screen and five stylish
meeting rooms provide the perfect backdrop for any celebration or event.

|

Corporate

|

Wholesale and retail trade

|

5 Stars Hotel

|
Associate

Contacts

23, Jangmun-ro, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul, 04392, KOREA
T. +82-2-2076-2000
E. HB771@accor.com
W. www.sbe.com/hotels/mondrian/seoul
Instagram. @mondrianseoulitaewon
		
@cleorestaurantseoul
		
@privilege_seoul

1F, 89-2, Seochojungang-ro 8-gil,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-588-5842
E. nicecoffee@nicecoffee.co.kr
W. Loison.co.kr
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|

|

Associate

|

Contacts

Schenker Korea Ltd.

Trans Beverages Co., Ltd.

Activities

Activities

Premium

|

Gold

Kyle JU
Marketing Directer
T. +82-2-546-6100
E. kyle.ju@trans-bev.com
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Small Business
|

Airport Logistics Park G3 block, 97-49,
Gonghangdong-ro 296, beon-gil, Jung-gu,
Incheon, 22379, KOREA
T. +82-32-744-0300
E. info.korea@dbschenker.com
W. www.dbschenker.com/kr

Minsun LEE
Route Development Manager – Italy
T. +82-2-3140-0991
E. min-sun.lee@dbschenker.com
C. +82-10-9178-9173

Contacts
#1515, C-dong, SK V1 Building, Beobwon-ro
128, Songpa-gu, Seoul, 05398, KOREA
T. +82-2-546-6100
E. Joon.Kim@trans-bev.com
Instagram. @aperolspritzkr
@camparikor

Associate

Associate

Small Business
|

Contacts

|

|
|

Shana CHO
Sr. Executive Assistant to CEO and
Corporate Communications Administrator
T. +82-2-3140-0867
E. shana.cho@dbschenker.com
C. +82-10-2625-2348

Enterprise

Joon KIM
Brand Manager
T. +82-2-546-6100
E. joon.kim@trans-bev.com

|

Dirk LUKAT
CEO
T. +82-2-3140-0801
E. dirk.lukat@dbschenker.com

|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

Established in March 2018, to meet consumer’s various needs of premium liquors and lead
liquor market trend. Trans Beverages exclusively distributes more than 20 iconic brands in
Korea, such as Campari, Aperol, Cynar, Averna, Frangelico, Cinzano, SKYY, X-rated, Wild
Turkey and Beluga.
Trans Beverages is deeply related with Italian culture as an official partner of Gruppo
Campari, which was founded in Italy and is one of the largest international liquor business
companies in the world. Also, as an exclusive partner of iconic Italian brands Campari and
Aperol, Trans Beverages has been introducing and spreading the Italian way of drinking
throughout Korea.

Corporate

|

Trans Beverages Co,. Ltd. Is joint venture company of Gruppo Campari in Korea.
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|

Gold

Schenker Korea Ltd. was established in 1997, having had a presence in Korea since 1972.
With 74,500 employees and about 2,100 locations around the world DB Schenker is one
of the world’s leading providers of integrated logistics services, offering land transport, air
and ocean freight as well as comprehensive logistics solutions and global supply chain
management from a single source. DB Schenker is a Deutsche Bahn AG company.

Premium

|

|

Distribution of International Liquors

|

Logistics and Distribution, International Air and Ocean Freight,
Fairs & Exhibitions and Domestic & Special Transports

UNOX KOREA

|

Kitchen utensils > oven

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities
UNOX is an Italian oven manufacturer that produces ovens for B2B and B2C, providing
innovative solutions for Italian ovens by harmonizing innovatively advanced products and
customer service.
UNOX is recognized as a reliable partner brand for all customers who want development
and growth through extensive market research and product development based on
data. UNOX products, which are being used in more than 85 countries, comply with the
certification standards of KTL and EMC, which are currently in line with the certification
standards of Korea.

Corporate

UNOX products include CHEFTOP MIND.Maps ™, BAKERTOP MIND.Maps ™, CHEFLUX ™,
BAKERLUX Shop pro ™, LINEMISS TOP, LINEMICRO ™, ACCESSORIES, and more.

Currently, UNOX KOREA experience center is being held for the first time in the world,
and it is receiving great attention from within UNOX Global. Through the UNOX KOREA
experience center, we provide practical opportunities for B2B and B2C customers to use
the UNOX oven, thereby raising the brand awareness of “UNOX is an oven company” and
the 2022 UNOX sales and marketing goal of “Do UNOX!” plans to realize.

Enterprise

|

Corporate

"UNOX KOREA experience center, the first attempt among UNOX in the world"

|

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Jennifer LEE
Branch Manager
E. jennifer.lee@unox.com
M. +82-10-4981-2058

Andy NAM
Marketing Development Specialist
E. andy.nam@unox.com
M. +82-10-8359-2856

Contacts
GANGSEO OFFICE
Room B 203, 204, 471 Gangseo-ro (Magok-dong,
Amco Genius Star), Gangseo-gu, Seoul, KOREA

Contacts
UNOX
KOREA EXPERIENCE CENTER
1st and 2nd floor,7, Baekjegobun-ro 7-gil,
Songpa-gu, Seoul, KOREA

Members

T. +82-2-6941-0351
E. crm.korea@unox.com
W. www.unox.com/ko_kr
Instagram. @unox.korea
Facebook. unoxkorea
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Bulgari Korea

a.testoni Korea Co., Ltd.

|

Retail Business on Prestigious Jewelry, Watch and Accessory items

|

Luxury Fashion/Leather Goods

The Company’s international success has evolved into a global and diversified luxury
purveyor of products and services ranging from fine jewels and watches to accessories,
perfumes and hotels, with an unrivalled network of outlets in the world’s most exclusive
areas. As one of the global players on the worldwide luxury market, Bulgari relies on
distribution network of about 1,038 stores, located in the most exclusive shopping areas in
the world.

Gold
Corporate
|
|
Small Business

11F, Geumtak Tower, 454, Bongeunsa-ro,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-554-4310
W. www.testoni.com

14F, Kyobo Tower, 465, Gangnam-daero,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-2056-0100
W. www.bulgari.com
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|

Contacts

Associate

Contacts
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|

Enterprise
|

Yoo Hyun YANG
Marketing Assistant
T. +82-2-554-4310 (ext5000)
E. tina.yang@testoni.com
M. +82-10-9287-5022

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Jamie KIM
GS Administrator
T. +82-2-2056-0101
E. Jamie.Kim@bulgari.com

Geoff LEE
Country General Manager
T. +82-2-554-4310 (ext.1000)
E. geoff.lee@testoni.com
M. +82-10-4736-8899

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Since 2011, the Company is part of the LVMH Group, the world’s leading group of luxury
products with unique portfolio of over 70 prestigious brands.

|

Founder Amedeo Testoni was successor of the Bologna’s traditional crafts of making
shoes. ‘a.testoni’ started from a small workshop, and has become a brand to maintain
the skill developed by Bologna craftsmen from the 13th century and skilled spirit of family
business.

Bulgari was founded in Rome in 1884 as a jewelry shop and quickly established a
reputation for Italian excellence with exquisite craftsmanship and magnificent jewelry
creations.

Premium

‘a.testoni’ is a global luxury brand that was founded by Amedeo Testoni in Bologna, Italy in
1929. The Italian leather goods brand ‘a.testoni’ has a history of 90 years and is renowned
for Contemporary style, comfortable products and its Craftsmanship. Also, ‘a.testoni’ is
representing ‘Italy fashion’ and high quality of Italian products.

|

|

Activities

Premium

Gold

Activities

Danieli Korea

De'Longhi Korea Ltd.

|

Home Appliance

|

Design & Produce Steel Plant & Equipments

The De’Longhi Group is global leader in coffee machines with De’Longhi, in Food
preparation with Kenwood and in Blending with Braun.

Contacts

#301 Sungwoo Bldg. 49 Mapodae-ro,
Mapo-gu, Seoul 04158, KOREA
T. +82-2-562-6622
E. s.ryu@korea.danieli.com
W. www.danieli.com

9FL, Wooil building, 623, Gangnam-daero,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-6000-9800
E. andrew.kim@delonghigroup.com
W. www.delonghigroup.com
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Gold
|
Premium
Enterprise

|
Contacts

|

Heasook PARK
Finance and Admin Director
T. +82-2-6000-9810
E. heasook.park@delonghigroup.com
M. +82-10-5273-8258

Small Business

Seong Hee RYU
Exec. Secretary
T. +82-2-562-6622
E. s.ryu@korea.danieli.com
M. +82-10-3540-4289

|

Andrew KIM
CEO
E. andrew.kim@delonghigroup.com

Associate

Enterprise
|
Small Business
|
Associate
|

Nobuyuki NAKAMURA
Executive Vice President ( Sales for Asia Pacific )
T. +82-2-562-6622
E. n.nakamura@thailand.danieli.com
M. +84 ( 0 )-93810-1669 ( Vietnam )
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|

|
Corporate

De’Longhi Group’s products are sold to more than 100 countries all over the world, through
distributors or through the direct commercial subsidiaries established in 33 countries.

|

The Danieli design concept aims to reduce production and depreciation cost, while
improving product quality for complete customer satisfaction. The headquarter is located
in Italy, it is supported by technology offices and production enters in Germany, Sweden,
USA, The Netherlands, UK, France, Thailand, China and India. Advanced technology,
experience and proceed know-how, together with financial strength, excellent project
management and manufacturing capabilities make Danieli the reliable and innovative
team in the steel industry.

In 2001 De’Longhi acquired Kenwood, famous for the Chef Kitchen machine and in 2013
bought the Braun household division.

|

Our product lines cover the whole technology spectrum from ore to flat and long steel
finished*product processing. Danieli designs, manufactures, constructs and starts up
competitive steel plants and equipment worldwide, either on a turnkey basis or supplied
as individual units.

De’Longhi Group
The company was founded in 1902 by the de’Longhi family in Treviso – Italy. In 1974, the
company, led by Giuseppe de’Longhi, sold its first product branded De’Longhi, an oil filled
radiator.

Corporate

Danieli ranks amongst the three largest suppliers of plant and equipment to the metals
industry worldwide. We are leaders in minimill, in long product casting and rolling plants,
and amongst the front runners in the flat product sector and integrated steel plants.

Premium

Gold

Activities

|

Activities

Dolce and Gabbana
Korea Ltd.

Deloitte Anjin LLC

|

Fashion and Luxury Goods

|

Audit, Tax, Business Consulting and Financial Advisory

With a globally connected network of member firms in more than 150 countries, Deloitte
brings world-class capabilities and deep local expertise to help clients succeed wherever
they operate.

The Group creates, produces and distributes high-end clothing, leather goods, footwear,
accessories, jewelry and watches. The brand is present in the Prêt-à-porter segment
with Men's, Women's and Children's collections, and in the Alta Artigianalità (High
Craftsmanship) segment with Alta Moda, Alta Sartoria and Alta Gioielleria collections.

9F, Parnas Tower, 521 Teheran-ro,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06164, KOREA
T. +82-2-2092-6641
W. www.dolcegabbana.com
Instagram. @dolcegabbana
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Small Business
|

5F, One IFC, 10, Gukjegeumyung-ro,
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 07326, KOREA
T. +82-2-6676-1000
W. www.deloitteanjin.co.kr

Associate

Contacts
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|

Contacts

|

Liz YOON
General Manager
E. liz.yoon@dolcegabbana.it
M. +82-10-9119-4042

Si Won KO
Executive Assistant
T. +82-2-6676-2582
E. siko@deloitte.com
M. +82-10-8812-8926

Small Business
|
Associate
|

|
|

Carlo GARIGLIO
President of Dolce & Gabbana Japan & Korea
T. 001-852-9866-0188
E. carlo.gariglio@dolcegabbana.it

|

Enterprise

Sung Han PARK
Partner
T. +82-2-6676-2521
E. sunghpark@deloitte.com
M. +82-10-9980-4017

Enterprise

|

Corporate

Deloitte’s 345,000 professionals will do our best in order to provide clients with outstanding
service.

The founders, Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana, have always been the creative and
stylistic source of all the brand's activities as well as the drivers behind the development
strategies based on balanced growth on a global scale and focus on the core business.

Premium

Our member firms serve more than 80% of the world’s largest companies, as well as larger
national enterprises, public institution and successful fast-growing global companies.

Established in 1985, Dolce&Gabbana is one of the leading international groups in the
fashion and luxury goods sector.

|

Deloitte Touche Tohnatsu Limited is an organization of member firms providing audit, tax,
consulting and financial advisory services. Deloitte, approximately 177 year’s history, uses
common technical and operation standard based upon a time-honored tradition and we
bring world-class services to help clients.

Gold

Activities

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

IDS Korea Ltd.

Intesa Sanpaolo

Aerospace, Defense, Safety and Protection Systems

|

Banking

|

an IDS Ingegneria Dei Sistemi company

applications.

Premium

Since its birth in 1980, IDS has grown into a multi-national company with regional offices
strategically placed around the globe. Expert regional staff in Italy, South Korea, United Kingdom,
Canada and Australia provide non-stop services and support to our international customer base.
Working in today’s global economy has led to IDS building strong relationships and trust in each
country where it has a presence, providing skills, technology and employment at local level, and

|

offering benefits for all our stakeholders.
IDS Korea Ltd was established in early 2016 to offer the full range of IDS’s technological capabilities

Corporate

• Electromagnetic Engineering, providing engineering tools, measurement systems and

|

and specialized products to the Korean market as well as Far East and South East Asian countries:

• Robotics and Unmanned Systems, with a range of air, land, water and underwater remotely

consultancy services to optimize the EM performance of complex platforms, serving navies and
shipyards as well as the automotive, aeronautical and space industries.
• Satellite Communications, offering multi-band Satcom On The Move terminals customized to

Intesa Sanpaolo has a strategic international presence, with approximately 1,000 branches
and 7.1 million customers, comprising subsidiaries operating in commercial banking in 12
countries in Central Eastern Europe and Middle Eastern and North African areas and an
international network of specialists in support of corporate customers across 26 countries,
in particular in the Middle East and North Africa and in those areas where Italian
companies are most active, such as the United States, Brazil, Russia, India and China.
In Asia, Intesa Sanpaolo has its regional Hub in Hong Kong, with branches in Shanghai,
Singapore, Sydney and Tokyo, and representative office in Beijing, Mumbai, Ho Chi Min
City, Jakarta, and Seoul.

|

|

Engineering, Satellite Communications, Unmanned Systems and Radar fields for civil and defense

The Intesa Sanpaolo Group is one of the top banking groups in Europe, with a market
capitalization of 50.9 billion euro (as of 31 January 2022), and is an engine for sustainable
and inclusive growth, with significant ESG commitment and strong focus on climate.
Intesa Sanpaolo is the leader in Italy in all business areas (retail, corporate, and wealth
management). The Group offers its services to 13.5 million customers through a network of
approximately 3,700 branches well distributed throughout the country with market shares
no lower than 12% in most Italian regions.

Premium

technologies company providing research, innovation and products in Electromagnetic

|

IDS Ingegneria Dei Sistemi S.p.A, part of Fincantieri Group, is an engineering and systems

Gold

Activities

Corporate

Gold

Activities

|

meet customers' requirements for aeronautical, naval and ground deployment.

DAEJEON HEADQUARTERS
#312-2 Migun Technoworld 1, 199 Techno
2-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 34025, KOREA
T. +82-42-932-1555
Contacts
E. idskr@idscorporation.com
W. www.idscorporation.com/kr

Contacts
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Enterprise
Associate

3F Suite 133, K Twin Tower B-Dong, 50
Jong-ro 1 gil, Jongno-Gu, Seoul, 03142,
KOREA
T. +82-2-3473-6412
E. seoul.repoffice@intesasanpaolo.com
W. www.groupintesasanpaolo.com

SEOUL OFFICE
#509 Munjeong Hyundai Knowledge Industry
Center B, 11, Beobwon-ro 11-gil, Songpa-gu,
Seoul, 05836, KOREA
T. +82-2-402-1558

|
|

Darang PARK
Administrative Staff
T. +82-2-402-1558
E. dr.park@idscorporation.com
M. +82-10-4176-7907

Small Business

Contacts

Sun Hee KANG
Manager
T. +82-2-3473-6412
E. sunhee.kang@intesasanpaolo.com
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|

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Michael J. CHAE
Chief Country Officer (Korea)
T. +82-2-3473-6412
E. michael.chae@intesasanpaolo.com

Stefano PIANTONI
Managing Director
T. +82-70-7700-6764
E. s.piantoni@idscorporation.com
M. +82-10-9418-8093

|

Enterprise

operated vehicles for civil and military applications.
• Radar Systems, delivering radar based systems for civil, security and defense applications.

LOTTE HOTEL
CO., LTD

Luxottica Korea

Activities

Activities

Alessio FERRARESSO
President
T. +82-2-501-4553

Gold
|
Premium
Small Business

Contacts

30, Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul,
04533, KOREA
T. +82-2-771-1000
W. www.lottehotel.com

38F Asem Tower, 517
Yeongdong-daero, Samseong 1(il)-dong,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-501-4553
E. Info@kr.luxottica.com
W. www.luxottica.com
ITCCK - 2022

|

Contacts

Associate

Small Business
|
Associate
|

|

June PAIK
Country Manager
T. +82-2-501-4553

Seijin AHN
CEO
T. +82-2-771-1000

78

|
|

Luxottica has developed a geographic footprint that spans 150 countries, all of which
are covered by the Group’s wholesale distribution network. This is complemented by
an extensive retail network of approximately 9,000 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle
Vision in North America, OPSM and LensCrafters in Asia-Pacific, GMO in Latin America,
Salmoiraghi&Viganò in Italy and Sunglass Hut worldwide.

Corporate

Among its core strengths, a strong and well-balanced brand portfolio includes proprietary
brands such as Ray-Ban, one of the world's best-known eyewear brands, Oakley, one of
the leading product design and sport performance brands globally, Vogue Eyewear, Persol,
Oliver Peoples, Alain Mikli and Arnette, and prestigious licensed brands such as Giorgio
Armani, Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Dolce&Gabbana, DKNY, Ferrari, Michael Kors, Miu Miu,
Prada, Ralph Lauren, Starck Eyes, Tiffany & Co., Tory Burch, Valentino and Versace.

Enterprise

Backed by its successful operations in the domestic hospitality industry, LOTTE HOTELS
& RESORTS is expanding beyond Asia to become a global brand by continuously
developing and seeking innovation to improve its services and facilities. 12 hotels and
resorts have expanded globally, thus operating three hotels in the U.S.(LOTTE NEW YORK
PALACE, LOTTE HOTEL SEATTLE, and LOTTE HOTEL GUAM), four in Russia(LOTTE HOTEL
MOSCOW, LOTTE HOTEL ST.PETERSBURG, LOTTE HOTEL SAMARA, and LOTTE HOTEL
VLADIVOSTOK), two in Vietnam(LOTTE HOTEL SAIGON and LOTTE HOTEL HANOI),
one in Myanmar(LOTTE HOTEL YANGON), one in Uzbekistan(LOTTE City Hotel Tashkent
Palace), and one in Japan(LOTTE ARAI RESORT).

Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury,
sports and performance eyewear. The company, which started its journey in the 1960’s,
transformed eyeglass frames from a necessary medical device into a desirable fashion
accessory and vehicle for self-expression. This revolution helped to create a growing
consumer appetite and demand for premium branded frames around the world.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|

LOTTE HOTELS & RESORTS, the largest hotel group in Korea, has gone on to acquire a
brand portfolio ranging from SIGNIEL, the company’s premium landmark hotel brand;
LOTTE HOTELS, a classic upper upscale hotel; L7 Hotels, a lifestyle hotel; LOTTE City
Hotels, a hotel optimized for business travelers; and LOTTE Resorts for family travelers,
satisfying a wide variety of travelers’ needs. Its Korean hospitality service, which puts
guests first, has transformed them into South Korea’s most iconic hotels. Currently LOTTE
HOTELS & RESORTS operates 32 properties in and outside Korea. 20 hotels and resorts
are domestically operated, with 10 in Seoul(SIGNIEL SEOUL, LOTTE HOTEL SEOUL, LOTTE
HOTEL WORLD, L7 MYEONGDONG, L7 GANGNAM, L7 HONGDAE, LOTTE City Hotel
Mapo, LOTTE City Hotel Gimpo Airport, LOTTE City Hotel Myeongdong, and LOTTE City
Hotel Guro), two in Busan(SIGNIEL BUSAN and LOTTE HOTEL BUSAN), two in Ulsan (LOTTE
HOTEL ULSAN and LOTTE City Hotel Ulsan), three in Jeju(LOTTE HOTEL JEJU, LOTTE City
Hotel Jeju, and LOTTE Resort Jeju Art Villas), one in Daejeon(LOTTE City Hotel Daejeon),
one in Buyeo(LOTTE Resort Buyeo), and one in Sokcho(LOTTE Resort Sokcho).

|

Enterprise

|

Eyewear

|

Hotels

Marposs Company Limited

Mazars Sebit Accounting Firm

Activities

Activities

Julien HERVEAU
Managing Partner
T. +82-2-3438-2431
E. julien.herveau@mazars.kr

Francesco FUSSI
President
T. +82-31-8038-8301
E. francesco.fussi@kr.marposs.com
M. +82-10-4309-2809

Seung Ha PARK
CEO
T. +82-2-3438-2406
E. seung-ha.park@mazars.kr

Contacts

3/4F, JS Tower, 184, Pangyoyeok-ro,
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do,
13524, KOREA
T. +82-31-8038-8300
W. www.marposs.com

Mazars Sebit Accounting Firm
19th Floor, The Prime Tower, 11 wonhyo-ro
90 gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-3438-2400
E. julien.herveau@mazars.kr
W. www.mazars.kr
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Gold
|
Premium
|
Associate

Contacts

|

Hyun Mi SHIM
G&A Manager
T. +82-31-8038-8302
E. hyunmi.shim@kr.marposs.com
M. +82-10-9092-7270

Enterprise

|

Marposs Korea activities cover the sales and service support, as well as the training of
customers to use and maintain Marposs products. Furthermore, to best suit the Korean
customer specification and needs, the company has developed local manufacturing
capability, combining Marposs original and advanced gauging solutions with locally
customized aplications.

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Corporate

Our staff is constantly educated in Korea and in our Italian Head Quarter to assure the
necessary competence to offer quality technical support and metrology consulting.

|

Today, with an organization that counts more than 65 people employed in our Sales and
After Sales service offices in Pangyo, Ulsan, Changwon, Daejeon and Pangyo manufacturing
facility, we grant the local strength to work with both end users and machine tool makers,
from the development stage of a project through the implementation of long term service
support.

Mazars in Korea is a well-established professional service firm in Korea with a strong focus
on international businesses. We have a team of around 90+ professionals, with the following
language capabilities: Korean, English, French, German, Russian and Japanese. We provide
a wide range of services in Korea such as audit, tax, accounting, HR & payroll and financial
advisory.

Small Business

Marposs Headquarter was founded in Italy by Mr. Mario Possati in 1952 and following the
Company philosophy of reaching and supporting our Customers everywhere in the world,
Marposs Korea was established in 1986 to grant the after sales service of Marposs gauges
attached to Machine Tools imported from abroad.

Mazars is an internationally integrated partnership, specialising in audit, accountancy,
advisory, tax and legal services. Operating in over 90 countries and territories around the
world, we draw on the expertise of more than 44,000 professionals – 28,000+ in Mazars’
integrated partnership and 16,000+ via the Mazars North America Alliance – to assist clients
of all sizes at every stage in their development.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|

Marposs Company Limited Korea is part of the global group of Marposs companies leaders
in the world for the development, manufacturing and supply of standard and custom
measuring solutions to assure the quality of machined parts at each stage of the production
process.

|

Enterprise

|

Audit, Accounting, Tax, Consulting Services

|

Measuring Equipment

PERONI KOREA

Rieckermann Korea Ltd.

|

Trade & Engineering

|

Beer Company

Rieckermann is a privately owned group of companies providing international industrial
solutions. We have more than 750 employees at 26 offices in 18 countries spanning Europe,
Asia, and the Middle East.

|

Corporate
|
Enterprise
Small Business
Contacts

3F Twin Bldg., 244 Itaewon-ro,
Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 04400, KOREA
T. +82-2-3019-6000
W. www.peroniitaly.com

8th Fl., 314, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul 06211, KOREA
T. +82-2-3481-0242
E. seoul@rieckermann.com
W. www.rieckermann.com
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|

Contacts

Associate

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Michael HENNIG
Managing Director
T. +82-2-3481-0242
E. m.hennig@rieckermann.com

|

Enterprise

Bowon HYUN
Brand Manager
T. +82-2-3019-6083
E. Bowon.Hyun@ae-brands.co.kr
C.+82-10-9086-3448
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|

Premium
|

Corporate

|

Rieckermann has been in business since 1892 and has been established as a leading provider
in core markets and industries. Rieckermann’s service portfolio covers the entire value chain
and scope of industrial plant development in 9 industry sectors: from single unit machines and
equipment to complete production lines.

|

Brewed in Italy and available in the most stylish bars and restaurants across Korea, Peroni
Nastro Azzurro captures the Italian spirit: a passion for the high standard of craftsmanship.

Premium

Rieckermann Korea Ltd. is providing since 1953 Engineering | Machinery | Technical Services
to Korea for various industries, such as Plastic & Converting, Food Processing, Oil & Gas, Metal
Processing and Pharma.

|

Peroni Nastro Azzurro, the No. 1 premium Italian beer with a pursuit of classy life style, is
enjoyed in more than 70 countries worldwide. It is a super-premium Italian lager, with a
clean body and a refreshing aroma from the Mediterranean.

Gold

Activities

|

Gold

Activities

Samil PricewaterhouseCoopers

Yulchon LLC

|

Legal Services

|

Professional Services - Audit, Deal, Tax, Consulting

|

|

Robert BROWELL
Partner, Tax
T. +82-2-709-8896
E. robert.browell@pwc.com

Chung-In Anthony CHOI
Partner - Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-528-5073
E. achoi@yulchon.com
M. +82-10-3737-3969

Paul SHON
Director, Audit & Advisory
T. +82-2-3781-9099
E. paul.sy.shon@pwc.com

Contacts

100 Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul, 04386, KOREA
T. +82-2-3781-3131
W. www.pwc.com/kr

Parnas Tower, 38F, 521 Teheran-ro,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul 06164, KOREA
T. +82-2-528-5200
E. mail@yulchon.com
W. www.yulchon.com
ITCCK - 2022

Moritz WINKLER
Partner - Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-528-5483
E. mwinkler@yulchon.com
M. +82-10-5016-5483

Associate

Contacts

84

Enterprise

Bong Hee HAN
Partner
T. +82-2-528-5206
E. bhhan@yulchon.com
M. +82-10-3757-8287

Small Business

Enterprise

Daniel FERTIG
Partner, Audit & Advisory
T. +82-2-709-8714
E. daniel.fertig@pwc.com

|

6 Countries 550+ Lawyers and Advisors 7 Offices 65+ Foreign Legal Counsel

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Yulchon strives to provide exceptional legal services for our clients based on the values of
‘Commitment to Client’ and ‘Creative Innovation’ and become one of Korea’s top law firms
by taking a proactive approach to the opening of the legal market and the rapidly changing
legal field.

|

PwC Samil and the European Business Group are here to help you expand successfully in
Korea, operate efficiently and achieve your overall business objectives.

As an effort to seek overseas expansion, Yulchon has operated offices in China, Russia,
Vietnam, Myanmar and Indonesia and established a collaborative system with global leading
law firms to demonstrate its capabilities as a global player.
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|

PwC Samil also has a European Business Group in Korea which is comprised of
experienced professionals from Europe, with extensive Europe/Korea cross-border
experience and a deep understanding of the issues commonly faced by European
multinationals investing and doing business in Korea.

|

Based on diverse experience in all major practice areas including Corporate & Finance,
Antitrust, Dispute Resolution, Tax, Real Estate & Construction, Intellectual Property, Labor and
Overseas Investment, Yulchon’s professionals have provided their clients with the highest
quality of legal services as promptly and accurately as possible. Particularly, with its unique
teamwork-based system combined with expertise in all practice fields and cooperative culture,
Yulchon has played a leading role in the development of Korea’s industries and legal market.

Premium

PwC Samil is the largest professional services firm in Korea and has 3,200 employees
providing a comprehensive range of business advisory services including audit, tax,
consulting and deal services.

|

Yulchon LLC was founded in 1997 following the meaning of Yulchon: “Lawyer’s Village”—Top
legal experts come together and combine their talents to create a village of lawyers. Since its
foundation, Yulchon has achieved continuous growth through its own efforts without making
any merger or acquisition deal to become one of Korea’s prominent law firms.

Corporate

PwC Samil is the Korean member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), the world’s leading
professional services firm which helps organisations and individuals create the value they
are looking for. PwC is a network of firms in 157 countries with more than 276,000 people
who are committed to delivering quality in audit, tax and advisory services.

Gold

Activities

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

ZEGNA

|

Men’s Luxury Fashion: Zegna Retail & Wholesales

“An Enduring Passion for Fabric, Innovative and Quality since 1910” The Zegna Korea Group
today is one of Italy’s most famous family driven enterprises. Over the last century the
business gene and entrepreneurial spirit has been passed down through the generations,
ensuring that the name Zegna remains synonymous with pioneers of business. Growth
has been possible through shrewd diversification of the offering, which row ranges from
clothing to accessories, and strategies which have enabled the Ermenegildo Zegna brand
to grow successfully throughout the world.
There is far more to Zegna’s success than this though a strong and consolidated business
culture that allows young talents to emerge in the company-wide quest for quality, and a
constant focus on customers and people.
Zegna Group’s philosophy is based in three principles:
Long-term objectives
Family ownership to ensure continuity
A sound ethical commitment enshrined in a rigorous corporate governance system.
Today the company is led by Gildo as CEO; Paolo is Chairman, Anna is Image Advisor
and President of the Fondazione Zegna, Benedetta is Talent Manager, Laura who is Head
of the Oasi Zegna and Renata who sits on the Board of Directors of the Group.

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Enterprise

Diana KWON
Retail Operation Specialist
T. +82-2-2240-6502
E. eungyeol.kwon@ezrakorea.com

|

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Sean SON
General Manager

Members

Contacts
16F, 701 Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-2240-6502
W. www.zegna.com
Instagram. @zegnaofficial
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10 Corso Como Café (Samsung C&T)

Barun Law LLC

Activities

Activities

- Store

- Cafè / Restaurant

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

11:00 AM - 8:00 PM

11:00 AM - 10:30 PM

Seyoung AHN
Executive Chef
T. +82-10-5283-0996
E. seyoung.ahn@samsung.com

HiJoung OH
Senior Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-3479-7510
E. hijoung.oh@barunlaw.com

Barun Law Bldg., 7, Teheran-ro 92-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06181, KOREA
T. +82-2-3479-7519
E. joohyoung.jang@barunlaw.com
W. www.barunlaw.com
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Gold
|
Premium
|
|

416, Apgujeong-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-547-3010
E. jy1216.lee@samsung.com
W. www.10corsocomo.com
Instragram. @10corsocomoseoul

Associate

|

Contacts

|

Contacts

Associate

Michael Van MUELKEN
Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-3479-2325
E. michael.vanmuelken@barunlaw.com

Enterprise

Joo Hyoung JANG
Partner
T. +82-2-3479-7519
E. joohyoung.jang@barunlaw.com

|

Jiyoung LEE
Senior Manager
T. +82-10-2063-4309
E. jy1216.lee@samsung.com

Small Business

Small Business

|

Enterprise

|

*Open time:

Corporate

10 Corso Como Café is a unique space designed by American artist Kris Ruhs, a true
entertainment & stylish dining place that combines diverse and in-depth book selection to
give you the pleasure of seeing and feeling, not just the pleasure of eating.
And you can taste Milan-style Italian cuisine, and it is a restaurant that connects Milan
and Seoul's culture. You can feel the season with your mouth by launching a new menu
using seasonal ingredients every season.

Barun Law is the newest of Korea’s large full service law firms.
The firm’s professionals include many of the most prominent members of the Korean Bar
as well as a sophisticated and experienced team of foreign attorneys.
Barun Law’s international business practice is substantial.
Our international practitioners have recognized expertise in mergers & acquisitions,
private equity/venture capital transactions, real estate and development projects, general
corporate matters, infrastructure investment and project finance, commercial banking,
securities and finance, employment and labor relations, insurance industry issues, fair
trade/antitrust, intellectual property, franchising and strategic issues management.
Our international client base includes many of the world’s largest companies, major
financial institutions and funds, growing companies, entrepreneurs and a number of
foreign governments.
Barun Law’s litigation and arbitration practice, which includes many of Korea’s most
prominent former judges and prosecutors, is second to none in Korea.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|

10 Corso Como is a complex store that combines art, fashion, music, design and cafe
established by Carla Sozzani, who was the Italian editor of the fashion magazine Vogue
in 1990. In March 2008, 10 Corso Como and Samsung C&T opened in Seoul (Cheongdamdong). The representative brands are ALAIA, THOM BROWNE, LEMAIRE, THE ROW, and
many other brands are also available.

|

Corporate

|

Legal Services

|

Italian restaurant & cafe

Daegu-Gyeongbuk Free Economic
Zone Authority

CREATIVE LAB LTD.

Activities

Activities

|
Small Business

Premium
|
Corporate

Sam Ryong CHOI
Commissioner

B. John KIM
Business Planning Manager
T. +82-2-516-1743
E. bjohn.kim@mdvseoul.com
M. +82-10-9224-3461

743, Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul,
06040, KOREA
T. +82-2-516-1743
E. bjohn.kim@mdvseoul.com
W. www.armani.com
www.poltronafraugroup.com

5-6F, Daegu Textile Complex (DTC)
227, Palgong-ro, Dong-gu, Daegu,
41028, KOREA
T. +82-53-550-1500
E. kangsk1@korea.kr
W. www.dgfez.go.kr
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|

|

Contacts

Associate

Seung Dong KIM
Director-General, Innovation
Promotion Policy Division

Contacts

|

|

Corporate
|
Enterprise

Jason AHN
CEO
T. +82-10-3746-7170
E. jason.ahn@mdvseoul.com
M. +82-10-3746-7170

Investment targets
• IT Convergence
(Software, Display, Mobiles, Robotics)
• Transportation Components
(Automotive, Shipbuilding, Aviation)
• Medical
(Healthcare, Medical devices, Pharmaceutical)

Enterprise

SOMNUS : Beds

|

|

SAVOIR BEDS : Beds

|

Premium

RICHARD GINORI 1735 : Porcelain

|

Major activities
• Inward Investment Promotion
• Matchmaking between local and foreign companies (Joint Venture, R&D)
• Administrative and Financial support
Location: 8 sites (Daegu, Gyeongsan, Yeongcheon, Pohang)
• Within Korea’s largest IT and mobile clusters
(Samsung Electronics, LG)
• Within Korea’s highest concentration of automotive firms and shipbuilders
(Hyundai, GM, Renault)
• 52 Universities & Colleges
• Manufacturing and R&D Space
(for rent or purchase)

LORO PIANA INTERIORS : Fabrics and Rugs

Small Business

CASSINA : Furniture, Lighting, Rugs

Gold

The Daegu-Gyeongbuk Free Economic Zone is a government agency that provides R&D,
factory and business space for foreign and domestic companies.

Seung Koo KANG
Project Manager
T. +82-53-550-1912
E. kangsk1@korea.kr
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Associate

ARMANI/CASA : Furniture, Lighting, Fabrics, Rugs

|

Gold

|

Government / Business Service

|

Furniture

GWANGYANG BAY AREA FREE
ECONOMIC ZONE AUTHORITY

G&G Foods

Activities

Activities

Contacts

27, Donggureung-ro 30beon-gil, Guri-si,
Gyeonggi-do, KOREA
T. +82-2-2205-5500
E. Jk.gng@foods21.co.kr
W. winenfood.co.kr

1100 Indeok-ro, Gwangyang-eup,
Gwangyang city, Jeonnam,
57741 KOREA
T. +82-61-760-5114
W. www.gfez.go.kr

Gold
|
Premium
|
|

Contacts

ITCCK - 2022

Corporate
|

Daein HWANG
Project Manager
T. +82-61-760-5611
E. calldi@korea.kr

Associate

|

Mokin JI
Assistant manager
E. mokin.gng@foods21.co.kr
M. +82-10-8367-0114

92

Enterprise

Ina KANG
Project Manager
T. +82-61-760-5530
E. yoonmink@korea.kr

Small Business

Enterprise

Jungkyu KIM
Director
E. Jk.gng@foods21.co.kr
M. +82-10-9866-7210

|

Premium
|
|

Corporate

GFEZ Authority promotes the investment of foreign and domestic companies in the fields
of logistics, manufacturing related to the steel and fine-chemical, R&D, high-technology
and tourism & leisure. We also provide administrative services for the companies to
invest in the Gwangyang Bay Area Free Economic Zone that encompasses areas lying
within Gwangyang-si(city), Yeosu-si(city), Suncheon-si(city) in Jeollanam-do(province) and
Hadong-gun(county) in Gyeongsangnam-do(province).

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Following the government’s designation of the Gwangyang Bay Area as a free economic
zone in Korea, the Gwangyang Bay Area Free Economic Zone(GFEZ) Authority has been
engaged in the development and promotion of the GFEZ as the site for a gateway to the
Northeast Asian market and by extension, to the whole world.
In particular, GFEZ provides excellent untapped market potentials for all of those
entrepreneurs interested in leveraging the outstanding industrial infrastructures being laid
out in the GFEZ, including the Gwangyang Port, the POSCO Gwangyang complex and
the Yeosu National Petrochemical industrial complex.
GFEZ Authority always welcomes enquiries from external entities or individuals wishing to
find an ideal site for their business in Korea providing customized consulting services for
everyone from a draft feasibility study through to the post-investment period of a business
in GFEZ.
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|

Import and distribute a wide range of international groceries including diary, charcuterie,
vinegars, mustard, and other gourmet products through retailing, HORECA and industrial
channels.

|

Gold

|

Steel, fine-chemical, manufacturing

|

Premium grocery import/distribute

Hyundai Green Food (EATALY)

Interliquor Inc.

|

Food and Beverage

|

Eataly, Food service, Restaurants, Retail, Food distribution, Wholesaling, Overseas business

Corporate

|

Within the last year Interliquor has developed and launched its own sparkling wine series under
the name of Golden Blanc (5 Stars Champagne, 4 Stars Crémant de Bourgogne and 3 Stars
French Sparkling) and also represents Champagne Vollereaux from its champagne partner, itself
managed by a 6th generation from the Vollereaux family.

Gold
|
|
|
Small Business

Contacts

30, Munin-ro, Suji-gu, Yongin-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 16827, KOREA
T. +82-31-525-2437
E. handdata12@naver.com
W. www.hyundaigreenfood.com

3F, 279, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, 06729 KOREA
T. +82-2-558-8717
E. jiyoung.seo@drinksinter.com
W. www.liquorstore.co.kr
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|

Contacts

Associate

|

Young Jun CHOI
EATALY Store manager (Seoul)
T. +82-31-525-2446
E. aidan84@daum.net
M. +82-10-8501-1369

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Iljoo KIM
CEO
T. +82-2-566-2600
E. ij.kim@drinksinter.com
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|

Enterprise

Jin Hyuk LEE
EATALY Store manager (Pangyo)
T. +82-31-525-2446
E. ueni72@naver.com
M. +82-10-3226-1861

Enterprise

|

The company is expanding its premium portfolio, including with other spirits and premium wine
brands - aiming to become one of the leading liquor companies in Korea. A mission to discover
and showcase premium international brands with passion!

Premium

Hyundai Green Food is currently operating EATALY brand in Pangyo and the Hyundai
Seoul and other various restaurants in Hyundai Department Stores in Korea.

An affiliate of Drinks International, the exclusive distributor of Imperial and Passport Scotch
Whisky brands in Korea, both brands owned by Pernod Ricard. Interliquor now represent
Mouton Cadet, the #1 Bordeaux premium wine brand from Baron Philippe de Rothschild, owners
of Chateau Mouton Rothschild, along with Los Vascos from Chile and Bodegas CARO from
Argentina, both owned by DBR Lafite, owners of Chateau Lafite. Recently adding Loch Lomond
Malt whisky to its spirits portfolio.

|

Over 40 years, we have been creating a value of our own food culture by introducing
special products and services to customers. We have entered into the Middle East's
meal service business for the first time in the industry and introduced the eco-friendly
distribution tracking service and management system.

Interliquor Inc. was established in 2020 to distribute premium wines & spirits in Korea.
Interliquor is proud to represent one of the leading global Prosecco brands, Carpenè Malvolti, in
the Korea market. Founded in 1868, known as the ‘’father’’ of Italian Sparkling Wine, Prosecco.
The company now has a 5th generation of the family in the business. The family celebrated its
150th anniversary in 2018.

Corporate

In June 1973, Hyundai Green Food started the food business of Geum Gang Development
Industry Co., Ltd., the predecessor of Hyundai Department Store, and has been making
efforts to fulfill customers' healthy and happy life.

Premium

Gold

Activities

|

Activities

ITR INDUSTRIES LTD.

Junhan FnC Corp.

Activities

Activities

|

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|

Contacts

3, Sagun-ro, 303beon-gil, Sabong-myeon,
Jinju-si, Gyeongsangnam-do, 52612, KOREA
T. +82-55-758-5681
E. insa@itr.industries
W. www.itr.industries

2F, KSIC Center, 292, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu,
Seoul, 04617, KOREA
T. +82-2-2264-3277
E. admin@junhan.co.kr
W. www.lavazzakorea.com
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|

Contacts

Associate

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Gwan Soo KIM (Brian KIM)
Director
T. +82-2-2264-3277
E. gskim@junhan.co.kr
M. +82-10-4259-4510

Enterprise

Chang Yun SONG (Chris SONG)
President
T. +82-2-2264-3277
E. chris@junhan.co.kr
M. +82-10-8890-3277

|

Enterprise

Jae Seong YU
Director
T. +82-55-760-1518
E. john.yu@itr.industries
M. +82-10-8713-4071

Small Business

|

Corporate

|

Junhan FnC Corp. has been importing Lavazza coffee as an official distributor in Korea
since 2002.
Opening Lavazza Training Center Seoul in 2007, which is certified by Lavazza
Headquarter, Junhan FnC Corp. also provides Barista training courses for its customers.
Junhan FnC Corp. has dedicated to spreading authentic Italian espresso culture in Korea
and has been conducting various marketing activities. As a specialist in this market, we
offer you the best solution which has been built on our countless experiences over years.
Recently, Junhan FnC Corp. expanded its business to import Gelato machines from Bravo,
blast freezer from Irinox, and showcase from Orion to spread out Italian style of dessert in
Korea.
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|

Gold

USCO, an Italian company with subsidiaries in six continents, is a leading manufacturer
and supplier of components for earth-moving machines specializing in undercarriage, G.E.T.
(wear parts) and repair parts.
ITR INDUSTRIES LTD., based in Korea, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of USCO specializing
in the manufacture of undercarriage parts.

Premium

|

|

Lavazza coffee / import, sales and distribution in Korea

|

Manufacturer

Kim & Chang

Oleificio Salvadori S.r.l.

Activities

Activities

|

Costanza SALVADORI
Quality Manager
E. costanza@oleificiosalvadori.com
M. +39-0557313298

Enterprise

|

Based in Seoul, with offices in Hong Kong, Ho Chi Minh City and Singapore, we are
particularly known for our cross-border expertise. We have advised on some of the
largest, most complex and demanding transactions and legal challenges in Korea and
around the world. We have built a track record of first-of-their-kind, groundbreaking
solutions that have had a profound impact on the law and business. Our attorneys are
licensed in multiple jurisdictions, including Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, England and
Wales, France, Germany, the Netherlands, New Zealand, the US and Vietnam in addition
to Korea. With our growing regional networks and collaborative relationships with
reputable law firms across Asia and around the globe, our clients with multi-jurisdictional
interests have come to rely on us as a “one-stop shop” of the highest quality.

Contacts

39, Sajik-ro 8-gil, Jongno-gu,
Seoul, 03170, KOREA
T. +82-2-3703-1114
E. lawkim@kimchang.com
W. www.kimchang.com

Via delle Nazioni Unite 26/28 – I-50018
Scandicci (Florence) ITALY
T. +39-05573131
E. info@oleificiosalvadori.com
W. www.oleificiosalvadori.com
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Associate

Contacts

|

Small Business

Kyungsun Kyle CHOI
Foreign Attorney
T. +82-2-3703-1119
E. gschoi@kimchang.com
M. +82-10-9658-1591

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Gold
Corporate

|

Our strong foundation is built on the breadth and depth of our talent. Our professionals
include lawyers, tax lawyers, patent and trademark attorneys, accountants, and other
subject matter and industry experts totaling more than 1,700 professionals today.
Our teams work seamlessly in close coordination with each other with the highest
commitment to creating innovative solutions to the legal and business challenges that our
clients face.

|

Management of the company has passed from father to son introducing new dynamism
and expansion since the early 80’s with Patrizio Salvadori, who reached a high-level
segment of the market both in Italy and in the world, without ever losing sight of the
special craftsmanship and love of tradition that constitute the company’s philosophy.

Premium

Oleificio Salvadori was established in Florence in 1900 by the Salvadori family and has
now handed down the best Tuscan olive oil culture and tradition for three generations.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|

Established in 1973, Kim & Chang is Korea’s premier law firm with a market leading
position in all practice areas including antitrust and competition; banking; capital markets;
corporate investigations and white collar defense; environment; financial regulation and
compliance; financing; fintech; health; insolvency and restructuring; insurance; intellectual
property; international arbitration and cross-border litigation; international trade and
customs; labor and employment; litigation; mergers and acquisitions; privacy and data
security; private equity; real estate; securities; shipping; tax; and technology, media and
telecommunications.

|

Enterprise

|

Edible Oils

|

Legal Services

P&E Consulting, Inc.

SAES Getters Korea Corporation

Activities

Activities
Gold
|
Premium
Corporate

|

#602, Palace IV, King’s Garden, 73 Naesudong, Jongro-gu, Seoul, 03174, KOREA
T. +82-2-719-0011
E, gianluca.novelli@pneconsulting.co.kr
W. www.pneconsulting.co.kr

7F, Dongwon Bldg., 7, Teheran-ro 77-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06159, KOREA
T. +82-2-3404-2400
E. saeskorea@saes-group.com
W. www.saesgetters.co.kr
ITCCK - 2022

|
|

|

Contacts

Jae Hak KIM
Sales Manager
T. +82-2-3404-2420
E. jaehak_kim@saes-group.com
M. +82-10-9087-5391
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Small Business

Se Gwang JIN
General Manager
T. +82-2-3404-2410
E. segwang_jin@saes-group.com
M. +82-10-5380-0342

Contacts

100

Enterprise

A total production capacity distributed at 14 manufacturing plants spanning across 3
continents, a worldwide-based sales and service network, more than 1000 employees allow
the Group to combine multicultural resources, skills and expertise to form a truly global
enterprise, capable to best support customers around the world, 24 hours a day. SAES
Getters has been listed on the Italian Stock Exchange Market since 1986. Find out more
about our technologies, products, past achievements and future directions by downloading
the SAES Getters corporate brochure.

Gianluca NOVELLI
Industrial Engineering Leader / Director
E. gianluca.novelli@pneconsulting.co.kr
M. +82-10-9337-0571

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Year 2004 marks the Group’s decision to expand its business in the advanced material niche
markets, with the introduction of: shape memory alloys for the automotive, transportation
and electronic appliance industries; getters for MEMS and microelectronic hermetically
packaged devices. An outstanding Research& Development structure, based at the Group’s
Headquarters in Milan, Italy, is committed to technology excellence and keeps the Group at
the forefront in innovation quality.

|

Premium
|
Enterprise

Sunnie HONG
CEO & Principal Consultant
T. +82-2-719-0011
E. shong@pneconsulting.co.kr

The Group also delivers solutions for ultra-purity gas handling to the semiconductor, fiber
optics and other hi-tech markets. By leveraging the core competence in special metallurgy
and material science, the SAES Getters Group faces the 21st century challenge and
broadens its corporate vision.

Associate

Our 1:1 customized service and multinational teams composed of proficient Korean
experts and foreign consultants are sharp to understand our clients well and serve most
efficiently for different requirements and needs.

Corporate

|

P&E means 'Positive & Effective', and has been serving over 3,900 corporate clients
including Italians since 1996, supporting 'maximize business success and competitive edge'
of our clients in the different target market through long years proven insight, trustful
service, and accumulated professional knowledge.

Pioneering the development of the getter technology, the SAES Getters Group is the
world leader in a variety of scientific and industrial applications where stringent vacuum
conditions or ultra high pure gases are required. For the last sixty years, our getter solutions
have been fostering and supporting technological innovation in the information display and
lamp industries, in ultra high vacuum systems, in a wide range of electrnic device-based
applications, and in the vacuum thermal insulation.

|

P&E Consulting, Inc. is a 26-year-old executive search firm born in Korea, well-vested in
global standard of top-management and professionals recruitment service and talent
acquisition covering wide-ranged sectors of industries in and out Korea.

|

Gold

|

Electronic Business: getters for LCD, OLED, Solar Cells, Lamps, VIPs

|

HR/Recruiting, Executive Search, Talent Acquisition
Market Research, HR Training, C&B

Sky Lounge Italian restaurant & bar,
InterContinental SEOUL COEX
|

Restaurant business

Located on the top floor, Sky Lounge is the perfect place to enjoy the ever changing view
of the city.
Recognized by the Italian government with the Ospitalita Italiana certification, Sky Lounge
is renowned for authentic Italian cuisine.
Indulge in fine gourmet presentations complemented with premium wines and a stunning
cityscape from the top of the hotel at level 30.
The private Pluto room presents the ultimate setting for the perfect proposal, with the N
Seoul Tower and the Han river as the backdrop for the once-in-a-lifetime occasion.

Small
Business

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

|

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Enterprise

Sangil CHO
Outlet Manager
T. +82-2-3430-8630
E. sicho@parnas.co.kr

Members

Contacts
524, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, 06164, KOREA
T. + 82-2-3430-8630
E. skylounge@parnas.co.kr
W. Seoul.interContinental.com
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ADM Srl - LATTERIA DEL CURATINO

Cafe Omino

Activities

Activities
Gold
|
Premium
|
|
Teodoro MARANI
Food Consultant
E. teodoro.marani@glion.ch
M. +82-10-2191-9511

|

|
Small Business
Contacts

ADM Srl
Via dell'Artigianato, 2
84092 Bellizzi (SA) / Italy
E. info@latteriadelcuratino.it
W. latteriadelcuratino.it

1F, 22 Seolleung-ro 153-gil, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-511-1993
E. teodoro.marani@gmail.com
Instagram. @cafeomino
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|

Contacts

Associate

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Enterprise

Davide TIRALONGO
Project Manager
T. +39-0828-547040
F. +39-0828-547042
E. info@latteriadelcuratino.it
M. +39-346-68-20-334

Enterprise

|

Corporate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oHahVZ19Bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-BZ8pKUYGY
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=fQSYCZilXlM
https://vimeo.com/204502636
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|

Gold
|
Premium

The business idea was born in 2013 from two businessmen from Campania, Antonio
Petrosino and Michele Ponticelli, owners of the PCA-Comat (http://www.comatonline.
com/.), a multinational active in the sector of the production of machineries for dairy
products, and Podere dei Leoni (http://www.poderedeileoni.com/.), producer of dairy
products which are distributed all around the world. Both the companies have been
present on the international market for 25 years.
People from Campania, going around the world, sometimes miss something good, a fast
and fresh snack: mozzarella! Mozzarella could even be found at the supermarket, left in
the fridge without the awareness of its real taste and the right temperature to serve it.
From these considerations, the idea of realizing stores which could offer a “just made, fresh
and pure” product was born.

Corporate

|

|

Food & Beverage

|

Mozzarella Concept

Conme Trattoria

Damgeum

Activities

Activities

Beyongjun CHOI
Owner chef
E. lineagejam@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9744-3419

Dayoung YI (Chohee LEE)
Owner
E. chgml1101@naver.com
M. +82-10-5738-3420

Contacts

Ahjin CHO
Owner Chef
E. sandalkiya@naver.com
M. +82-10-6474-6317

Siwoon KIM
Owner Chef
E. cosmos7245@hanmail.net
M. +82-10-6586-5115

Ahra JO
Owner Chef
E. alangsaee@gmail.com
M. +82-10-8589-6317

Contacts
Contacts

MISA: 290-3, Misagangbyeonhangang-ro,
(#128) Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA

T. +82-10-5382-3419
E. lineagejam@gmail.com
Instagram. @con_me___

POHANG: 104, Posco-daero, Nam-gu,
Pohang-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do, KOREA
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Instagram. @damgeum_

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|
Associate

SEOUL: 37, Seongnae-ro 18-gil, (1st FL)
Gangdong-gu, Seoul, KOREA

6-30, Baekjegobun-ro 42-gil, (Songpa-dong
85-5, 1st FL) Songpa-gu, Seoul, KOREA

Enterprise
|

|

At any of our three locations, you will find our attentive employees greeting you with big smiles on their
faces. At any of our three locations, or with whatever you order, Damgeum guarantees you nothing but
the best in town.

|

Enterprise

Now certified by the Italian government, Damgeum owes its humble beginning to three chefs’
extraordinary love for Italian culture.
Our tantalizing flavors result from a marriage of the time-honored craft of making authentically Italianstyle gelato and fastidious research with extreme delicacy by three chefs who drawn from twelve years
of apprenticeship and life in Italy imbued them with culinary passion.
Yet, the chefs’ past expertise lie in uniquely distinct fields, adding the uniquely “Damgeum” kick to the
making of our gelato: one majored in Nutrition; the other worked as a visual merchandiser(VMD) at a
major corporation; and the last was involved in a field of scientific research as a scientist.
Opening its first location in 2017 as a gelateria with handcrafted gelato with all-organic ingredients,
Damgeum soon open the cafe area in 2019, and further expanded its venue in 2021 as an Italian bar
where simple delicacies, such as artisanal baked goods, brunch food, and aperitivi, could be enjoyed.
Damgeum’s faith in the irreplaceability of craftsmanship, tradition, and honesty push us to source only
the highest quality ingredients and make everything from scratch. From our handmade sauce to every
single cuisine, our healthful food will provide you a little Italy-on-a-plate experience without leaving you
feel bloated and with no burden on your diet.
All three branches of Damgeum are directly owned and managed, and we passionately hope to create
hospitable spaces filled with warmth where Italian culture will be cordially introduced to everyone the
way it was to us.

Small Business
|
Associate
|

“Damgeum” comes from a noun form of a uniquely Korean verb “Damgeuda,” which describes a method
of food or alcohol making over a long period of time that requires consistent tending.
(Oftentimes, Damgeum food, such as kimchi or soybean paste, involve fermentation, and meticulous
temperature control over years or even generations.) This word perfectly represents our spirit, fondness,
and devotion to Italian cuisine and Italian culture. Everyday, we pour our hearts into our dishes, as our
food is not only what we sell but also what we stand for.

Small Business

You can make a reservation by text message: 01053823419

Crafted with care, for taste of love, Damgeum always provides the best in town.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|

Conme is the second Italian restaurant opened by Chef Byeong-jun Choi of Osteria
Secondi, and located a minute walk away from his first restaurant. Conme is a dining with
the theme of Pasta fresca & Natural wine.
When you enter the restaurant, you can see the open kitchen right away, and there are
tables on the right side of the kitchen.
Conme bakes homemade bread and makes pasta every day. So every early lunchtime
restaurant is full of savory baking smells and you also can watch chefs making fresh pasta
using only organic wheat, semola and eggs. Currently has 8 types of pasta menus (Rigatoni,
Spaghettiini, Penne, Ink Linguini, Linguini, Agnorotti, Gnocchi, and Cabatelli), and salads,
antipasti, steaks are also available.
Conme considers the healthy life of guests with a comfortable and cozy vibe. Like Osteria
Secondi, it has over 100 kinds of wine lists, but more focused on natural wines. The list of
natural wines is changed and added periodically. Conme is available for both reservation
and walk-in.

|

Corporate

|

Italian Bar (Gelateria, Caffe)

|

Restaurant

Gauscento Co., Ltd.

Gelateria L’albero di Ginkgo

Activities

Activities

For the further information of us, please contact us directly either by e-mail or phone.

Enterprise

JeongA HAN
Owner
T. +82-2-772-9733
E. dezoro10@gmail.com

Small Business

|

Jung Min LEE (Timothy LEE)
CEO
E. timothylee222@gmail.com
M. +82-10-3347-4467

Contacts

#504, 286 Butggot-ro, Geumcheon-gu,
Seoul, 08511, KOREA
T. +82-2-857-0696
E. gustoitalia@naver.com
W. http://gustoit.net

40, Toegye-ro 12-gil, Junggu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-772-9733
E. dezoro10@gmail.com
Instagram. @ginkgogelato
ITCCK - 2022

Associate

Contacts

|

Mi-Hyun KIM
Senior Manager
E. gustoitalia@naver.com
M. +82-10-7301-9624
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Gold
|

Corporate

2019 Open
2021/2022 Ospitalità Italiana

Premium

|
In 2021 our “Gingko Gelateria” received the “Ospitalità Italiana” certificate: the official
certification from the “Agenzia Nazionale del Turismo” and the Italian Government.

Our main sales channels are retail sales through department stores including on-line stores
such as :
- Shinsegae (Head shop, Gangnam)
- Galleria (Head shop, Hannam)
- Lotte (Head shop, Jamsil)
- AK Plaza(Bundang)

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Our experience comes from the best gelato school in Italy: the “Carpigiani Gelato
University”, and thanks to Carpigiani equipment, sterilizer and all Italian ingredients, every
morning we do all our best to create new creams in our lab at the 3rd floor, respecting the
traditional Italian way.

|

Gauscento’s main products are currently :
- Balsamic vinegar (brand name Giuseppe Giusti)
- Olive oil (brand name Quartus)
- Truffle (brand name Umbria Tartufi)
* We are planning to extend the product line to be more diverse.

Our “Gingko Gelateria” is located in the center of Seoul, just under the Nam Mountain, and
you can taste our gelato enjoying the amazing view of the Nam Mountain and the Seoul
Tower from the second floor of our shop.
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|

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate
|

Gauscento has 2 main ideas of business :
1. Advertising premium Italian food ingredients and their benefits to Korea : We reach out
to small farms in Italy to source hand crafted and cautiously selected high quality food
ingredients.
2. Building win-win relationship with each client and partner : We would like our clients (partners)
to know better about Italian food culture through our products and have more upgraded
through us.

|

Enterprise

|

Gelateria

|

Wholesale and retail distribution of processed Italian food (Balsamic vinegar, olive oil, truffle)

Hi-im intertrade co.,ltd

Il Muretto

Activities

Activities

|

Gold
|

ANNAMARIA
Executive
M. +82-10-2869-7148

Eunhee KIM
Director
T. +82-2-585-1180 (Ext 0102)
E. Hiim2@hi-im.com

Francesco GHILARDI
Chef - FB manager
E. assoforte@gmail.com
M. +82-10-5105-2188

Contacts

#306 ,SK V1 Tower A Zone, 5, Seongsuil-ro
8-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, 04793, KOREA
T. +82-2-585-1180
E. daniel@hi-im.com
W. www.hi-im.com

556-12, Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-540-0401
E. ilmuretto2019@naver.com
Instragram. @ilmurettosinsa
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|
Small Business
|

Contacts

Enterprise

Daniel HA
CEO
T. +82-2-585-1180 (Ext 0101)
E. daniel@hi-im.com

Associate

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Main Customers
Samsung: Washing machine, Oven, Refrigerator
LG: Washing machine, Oven, Refrigerator
Winix: Washing machine, Oven, Refrigerator

|

Current Suppliers & Items
Vetrerie Riunite (Italy): Glass for Home appliances
Rold (Italy): Door locks & sensors for Home appliances
Lu-ve (Italy): Heat exchange for Home appliances
CIMA (Italy): Damper and climp for Home appliances

Premium

Il Muretto.
The first “scarpetta” wine bar in Seoul. An authentic Italian restaurant inspired by the
Italian custom of soaking up the last drop of sauce left on the plate with bread.
The menu is casual, easy to share with friends, and offers a chance to enjoy the "scarpetta"
experience. Pasta and bread are homemade.
Il Muretto's friendly environment is perfect for spending a night with good people enjoying
one of the many Italian wines on the list and sharing quality food and quality time
together.
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|

Gold
|
Premium

Established in 1995

Corporate

|

|

Restaurant

|

Trading and Agent

JOE Gelateria

Kitchen 485 Ltd.

Gelateria

|

Neapolitan pizza, fresh pasta and wood-fired oven steak

|

JOE

|
|

172, Dongtanbanseok-ro, Hwaseong-si,
Gyeonggido, KOREA
E. top-h@hanmail.net
Instagram. @joe_gelateria

67, Yanghwa-ro 6-gil, Mapo-gu,
Seoul, 04047, KOREA
T. +82-2-325-0485
E. kitchen485@gmail.com
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Associate

Contacts
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|

Contacts

|

Small Business

|

Won Ui HONG
Owner
E. top-h@hanmail.net
M. +82-10-9395-8609

Enterprise

Jaeseong TAE
Executive Chef
T. +82-2-325-0485
E. kitchen485@gmail.com
M. +82-10-3043-4889

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Premium
Corporate

|

Located in Hongdae area, kitchen 485 Ltd. is an authentic Italian restaurant, specializing
in Neapolitan pizza and fresh pasta made by the chef on premises in Seoul. Chef Tae with
experience of 32 years in the field carefully showcases the art of Italian cuisine. Served
sizzling hot from the wood-fired oven, the scrumptious pizzas made this fabulous pizzeria
with a romantic terrace and a cozy interior as one of Top 3 pizzerias in Seoul. In summer,
kitchen 485 offers the best tomato pasta with organic tomatoes grown by the chef
himself, but ‘shrimp pepper pasta’ is a specialty whatever the season.

|

Since May, 2019, Joe Gelateria has offered a delicious selection of hand-made, artisanal
gelato and house-blended coffee to visitors of Dongtan.
Joe Gelateria has a variety of over 50 different gelato flavors served throughout the year,
with a menu that changes seasonally. Customer favorites include Rizo, Cinnamon Cookie,
Avocado, Dark Chocolate, Cheese, Strawberry, and so many more!
Hong Won-ui, owner and artisan of Joe Gelateria, says, “I think anything we eat can be
made into delicious gelato. This is what drives me to constantly create new recipes using
any flavors that inspire me."
The main characteristic of Joe Gelateria is that it’s not too sweet, so it doesn’t overpower
the original flavor. The gelato is soft and creamy, with a high density that isn’t too heavy.
It leaves you feeling refreshed. People of all ages are sure to love it!
You can also enjoy one of Joe’s special house blend coffees: Gentle and Charming.
Choose from delicious options such as Americano, Cafe Latte, or Cream Latte. Made with
the highest quality beans that are roasted in-house, the taste of the coffee is smooth and
smokey–a perfect pairing to the sweet gelato.
The shop offers indoor seating, so you can enjoy your sweet treat inside. Or, if you’re
seeking the taste of authentic gelato from your home, Joe offers 3 different to-go box
options.
With a variety of gelato and coffee options, there is something to satisfy everyone’s tastes.
Stop by today, choose your favorite flavor, and enjoy the taste of authentic Italian gelato!

Gold

Activities

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Osteria Moon

Osteria Moon Gwangju

Activities

Activities

The menu offers a wide choice of unique delicacies with a special care for local and fresh
ingredients. Among the signature dishes, the charcoal smoked meat is a real sensation.

Altogether, Osteria moon offers customers to experience and enjoy authentic Italian
culture with great wines picked by professional sommelier.

Seung Ho YOU
Owner
E. keast111@hanmail.net
M. +82-10-8745-2988

Enterprise

Enterprise

Moon Hyun KIM
Owner Chef
E. fly2moonn@naver.com
M. +82-10-4940-3058

67, 1 floor, Mark-ro, Seo-gu,
Gwangju, KOREA
T. +82-62-374-2427
E. keast111@hanmail.net
Instagram. @restaurant_osteriamoon_
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|
Small Business
|

Bukmoonro2 130-6, Sangdang-gu,
Cheongju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do,
KOREA
T. +82-43-222-1117
E. osteriamoon@naver.com
instagram. @osteria_moon

Associate

|

Contacts

Associate

Small Business

|

Moon Hyun KIM
Chef
E. fly2moonn@gmail.com
M. +82-10-4940-3058

Contacts

|

Gold
|

|

Corporate

Osteria Moon is also socially involved running a non-profit organization (Force for Food)
which goal is to offer gourmet experiences to those families living in the Chungcheongbukdo area who could not afford them.

|

The motto of our restaurant is to cook with the finest ingredients from the region since we
believe that fresh ingredients fill 95% of the plate.
Not only do we use fresh local ingredients, we also ship high quality ingredients from Italy
which makes traditional Italian recipes possible to taste at our restaurant 'Osteria moon’.
Moreover, a wood fired oven is prepared in the kitchen to manage more Italian traditional
dishes.

Premium

Osteria Moon represents the perfect mix of Italian traditional cuisine inspired by CheongJu identity and the staff experiences and influences. The travels of Chef Kim in Italy and
especially in Umbria are, for example, one of the major inspirations for his creativity.

|

Osteria moon Gwangju is located in Gwangju, a city of culture and arts. As a traditional
Italian restaurant, the goal of Osteria is to present variety of Italian food and culture
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|

Gold
|
Premium

The history of Osteria Moon began in a quiet alley of Cheong-Ju in the winter of 2017
thanks to the teamwork of resident chefs, managers and cooks.

Corporate

|

|

Italian Restaurant

|

Italian Restaurant

PIZZERIA MARIONE

Pizzeria Popolo

|

Italian Restaurant

|

Pizzeria

Gold

Activities

Hello,

|

Located in Seongsu-dong, Seoul, this is PIZZERIA MARIONE that sells traditional
Neapolitan pizzas. World Champion in Seasonal Pizza Division at the 2019 Naples Pizza
Championships. He has also won various other awards.

Corporate
|

|

Corporate

|

Premium

Thank you.

|

Contacts

15, Seongsui-ro 12-gil, Seongdong-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-10-5161-1165
E. oiram14@naver.com
Instagram. @pizzeria_marione

Room 102, 103, 1st Floor, Central Plaza 43-20
Jeongbalsan-ro, Ilsan dong-gu,
Gyeonggi-do, KOREA
T. +82-31-932-9337
E. popolopizza.korea@gmail.com
Instagram. @pizzeria_popolo
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Associate

Contacts

|

Small Business

|

Enterprise
|

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Enterprise

Jun Hwan YU
Chef
M. +82-10-8272-0604

Mario KIM
Owner Chef
E. oiram14@naver.com
M. +82-10-5161-1165
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|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

PLIN

Ristorante & Bar Il Chiasso

|

Food & beverage

|

Italian Restaurant

Lorenzo FIALE
Head Chef

55-7, Noksapyeong-daero 40-gil,
Yongsan-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-792-5588
E. info@ilchiasso.co.kr
W. www.ilchiasso.co.kr
ITCCK - 2022

|

Lakesky 302&303, 17 Dongtan-daero 6-gil,
Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do, KOREA
T. +82-31-377-7896
E. info@ristoranteplin.com
W. www.ristoranteplin.com
Instagram. @ristoranteplin

Associate

|

Contacts
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Enterprise

Soobin LEE
Owner
T. +82-10-9715-4560
E. soobin4560@gmail.com

|

Minjong LEE
Owner
E. mj.lee@ilchiasso.co.kr
M. +82-10-3651-9536

Small Business

Federico SCOTTI
Head Chef
T. +82-10-7376-4560
E. federicoscotti@hotmail.it

Associate

Small Business

|

Enterprise

|

PLIN is ready to create a great sensation to inform the society what authentic Italian is.

Contacts

|

Gold
Corporate

|

In addition to the restaurant business, PLIN has just started in retailing, under the name
of La Bottega del Plin, introducing grissini to instill part of Italian to Korean consumers
through on and off line.
La Bottega del Plin also aims to broaden its number of goods to introduce the fine and
genuine culture of Italy.
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|

|

We look forward to welcoming you.

|

Corporate

We believe that a restaurant must also be a place to enjoy food, sing in joy, and fall
deeper in love. We opened such a restaurant in Hannamdong. “IL CHIASSO (hustle and
bustle)” delivers the joy of Italian cuisine with authentic food, the cheerful service by Italian
staff, and a lively atmosphere created from the restaurant and customers.

|

Head chef Federico Scotti intends to provide the taste of Piemonte as well as other
regional cusine of Italy to Dongtan and nearer residents.
With the experiences of finest restaurants in Italy, Denmark, France and Australia, Chef
Scotti gives true Italian yet modern style of the new generation of Italy.
With seasonally chosen menus, PLIN shows the freshest and vibrant dish to meet every
quarters’ exciting changes.

In Italy, they say “Mangiare (Eating)”. “Cantare (Singing)”, and “Amore (Loving)” bring joy in life.

Premium

Located in Dongtan Lakepark, Hwaseong, restaurant PLIN is established in 2019 planned
to provide the true taste and the culture of Italy. The name PLIN comes from the ravioli
named agnolotti del plin which represents the typical dish of Piemonte region.

Premium

Gold

Activities

|

Activities

Ristorante EO

Salotto Sangsu

|

Italian Cuisine

|

Restaurant

Corporate
|

|

Corporate

|

By using DOP product, seasonal seafood, fresh vegetables and carefully chosen organic
meat, the restaurant thoroughly executes true Italian food.

|

Enterprise

Seo Jeong LEE
Owner Chef
E. sjlee3749@gmail.com
M. +82-10-9003-0881

|

Enterprise

Yoon Geun EO
Owner Chef
E. ngeurope@hotmail.com
M. +82-10-8477-8678

6th Fl, The Hyundai Seoul, 108, Yeoui-daero,
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-3277-0651

42-12, Dongmak-ro 19-gil, Mapo-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-3144-4968
E. sjlee3749@gmail.com
Instagram. @salotto_sangsu_official
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Associate

Contacts
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|

Contacts

|

Small Business

Gwang Hun BAE
Managing director
E. snoopybae@gmail.com
M. +82-10-6205-8677

Small Business
|
Associate
|

|

The restaurant serves modern tasting menu with solid techniques. From the ground floor
it is also available to have typical Italian dishes as an a la carte and with prior reservation
specific a la carte or party menu’ as well.
Its wine list offers 160 different quality wines with DOCG and IGT wines.

Salotto sangsu, which was opened in March 2016, is having the atmosphere of the “small
living room” of the invited friend’s house.
While taking advantage of the characteristics of the Mediterranean cuisine, which gives
the original taste of raw materials, it offers creative cuisine inspired by Italian traditional
local food and chef’s life in Italy.
In addition, wines that make Italian cuisine even more delicious are carefully selected by
an Italian certified sommelier chef to help you complete your food.
Salotto sangsu will be with your memories of Italian food.

Premium

Chef owned restaurant with the chef who has 7 years of work experience in Italy.

Gold

Activities

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

Scooper Gelato

SH Solution

Activities

Activities

SH Solution has two divisions; design team & agency
SH solution has a design team including project manager, product engineer, designers to
perform the technical service to develop the product.
Agency introduces highly qualified global partners to the appropriate customers.
SH Solution is now specialized in the automotive industry but expands our business to
other areas like electronics and commercial as well.
SH Solution is doing our best to rapidly respond to the customer’s needs and will wisely
overcome changing trade environments and also develop new business fields continuously
to prepare to take off for the future.

Gold
|
Premium

Cha Sanghyuck Gelatiere learned gelato in Italy. He loves Italian culture and people and
has a good understanding of Italy.
The menu at Scooper gelato includes traditional dishes such as pistachio, hazelnuts and
strachiatella, as well as dishes made with Korean characteristics such as mugwort rice
cakes and black sesame seeds.
The traditional Italian menu uses Italian ingredients to make it more Italian, and fresh fruits
and ingredients are carefully crafted from gelato and sorbetto.
Since 2016, we have been running gelateria stores and have been working to create the
best gelato for 7 years.
In the future, we will do our best to satisfy the traditional taste and new taste at Scooper
gelato.

SH Solution was established in 2009 as an engineering support group and has grown as
an international business supporting group. Since our establishment, SH Solution has been
striving to provide professional solutions in the field of production technology and parts
design so that customers have competitiveness and success in their field.

|

Scooper gelato is a gelateria run by Cha Sanghyuck Gelatiere.
The mutual name Scooper has two meanings.
First, it's the one who floats the literal gelato.
Second, the person who provides the top news sense means that Scooper makes the best
gelato and provides it to guests.

Corporate

Gold
|
Premium
|
Corporate

|

Engineering service & Trading agency

|

Gelateria

|

10, Jahamun-ro 7-gil, Jongno-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
M. +82-10-8620-7623
E. scoopergelato@naver.com
Instagram. @scooper_gelato

J tower 816, Bupyeong Daero 337,
Bupyeong-gu, Incheon, 21315, KOREA
T. +82-32-362-6200
E. shkorea@shsolution.com
W. www.shsolution.kr
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Enterprise

|
Contacts

|

Contacts

Associate

Associate

|

Small Business

|

Dogyoon KIM
Sales Manager
E. dgkim8176@gmail.com
C +82-10-5021-8176

|

Hansang KIM
President
E. shkorea7581@gmail.com
M. +82-10-7569-4455
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|

Enterprise

Sanghyuck CHA
Gelatiere
E. scoopergelato@naver.com
M. +82-10-8620-7623

Small Business

|

Opening hours: Wednesday to Sunday (12:00 to 21:00)

Sogno Factory CO., LTD

SPACCA NAPOLI

Activities

Activities
Gold

Gold

It has already been received credit for its high quality and precise production management.
We also supply fabrics to more than a hundred domestic brands and deals with well
known brands in Asia and Europe.

2015: Napoli caputocup classica world champion
2018/2019: Gambero rosso

Premium

|

2021: 50 TOP PIZZA

Corporate
|

|

Corporate

|

It would be great if we can communicate with more Italian companies through ITCCK.

|

Giulio LEE
CEO
E. spnapoli@naver.com
M. +82-10-3406-1397

Boutique Monaco 1701, Seocho-daero 397,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-597-7931
E. sf@sognofactory.com

2F, 28, 6-gil Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-326-2323 / M. +82-10-3406-1397
E. spnapoli@naver.com
Instagram. spaccanapoliseoul
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|
|

Contacts

Associate

Contacts

Small Business

|

Silvio LEE
Manager
E. spnapoli@naver.com
M. +82-10-8276-1398

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Enterprise

Enterprise

Jai Yoon KIM
Representative Director
T. +82-2-597-7931
E. sf@sognofactory.com
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|

Premium

Sogno Factory is a fabric manufacturing company founded in 2001.

|

|

Italian Pizzeria

|

Fabric Manufacturing Company

TRENTO: CAMERA DI COMMERCIO I.A.A.

VOLARE

|

Italian Pizzeria

|

Foreign Chamber of Commerce

Pizzeria Volare opened in June 2010.

2 color

Chef Doo-won Chung completed the Italian Culinary School ICIF and worked at Pizzeria
Brandi in Napoli, Ristorante All’Enoteca in Piemonte.

Premium

In 2011, he received a Neapolitan pizza certificate from Associazione Verace Pizza
Napoletana in Naples, Italy, and is currently the representative of the AVPN in Korea.

|
Corporate
|
|
Small Business
Contacts

Via Calepina, 13 – 38122 Trento, ITALY
T. +39-0461-887111
F. +39-0461-887286
E. commercio.estero@tn.camcom.it
W. www.tn.camcom.it

1F, Sapyung-daero, 20 gil, 8, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, KOREA
T. +82-2-537-1100
E. pizzeria.volare@gmail.com
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|

Contacts

Associate

|

Adriano TENUTI
Direttore Ufficio Commercio e
Ambiente
E. commercio.estero@tn.camcom.it

Small Business
|
Associate
|

Doo-won CHUNG
Owner Chef
T. +82-2-537-1100
E. pizzeria.volare@gmail.com
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|

Enterprise

Luca TRENTINAGLIA
Dirigente
T. +39-0461-887375
F. +39-0461-887286
E. commercio.estero@tn.camcom.it

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Pizzeria Volare serves authentic Napoli pizza and classic Italian pasta and steak.

Premium

|

The Trento Chamber of Commerce, Industry, Agriculture and Handcraft provides Trentino
companies with a series of institutional services ranging from information to general
assistance, with the aim of facilitating entry into international markets.

Gold

Activities

|

Gold

Activities

|

Foreign Chamber of Commerce

|
Associate

Contacts
15F, Two IFC, 10, Gukjegeumyung-ro,
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 07326, KOREA
T. +82-2-6201-2200
E. amchamrsvp@amchamkorea.org
W. www.amchamkorea.org
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|

Members

Small Business

|

Sooyeon KIM
Head of Membership
T. +82-2-6201-2211/2285/2210
E. membership@amchamkorea.org

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Our mission is to promote the expansion of the vital trade and investment partnerships
between Korea and the United States through the active development and promotion of
commercial, economic and cultural exchanges.

|

The American Chamber of Commerce in Korea (AMCHAM Korea) was founded in 1953
with a broad mandate to encourage the development of investment and trade between
Korea and the United States. AMCHAM is the largest foreign chamber in Korea with
approximately 800 member companies including affiliates with diverse interests and
substantial participation in the Korean economy.

Gold

Activities

Premium

Associate

American Chamber of Commerce
in Korea (AMCHAM Korea)

French Korean Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

European Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ECCK)

Activities

Activities

Missions
FKCCI’s mission is to promote bilateral exchanges and investments between France and
Korea with all means at its disposal:

|

Contacts

Contacts

5F, Seoul Square, 416 Hangang-daero,
Jung-gu, Seoul, 04637, KOREA
T. +82-2-6261-2700
E. ecck@ecck.or.kr
W. www.ecck.or.kr

5F Nobel Building, 16, Teheran-ro 78-gil,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06194, KOREA
T. +82-2-2268-9505
F. +82-2-2268-9508
E. welcome@fkcci.com
W. www.fkcci.com
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Gold
|
|
Corporate
|
|

Cedric LEGRAND
CEO
T. +82-2-2268-9505
E. welcome@fkcci.com

Associate

Associate

|

Small Business

|

David-Pierre JALICON
Chairman

Enterprise

Christoph HEIDER
President

|

Corporate
|

Activities
FKCCI delivers about 500 business support services a year, including market expertise &
consulting (market studies, regulatory watch, learning expeditions, specialized conferences,
marketing strategy,….), market prospection (Start’Export, sales representation, B2B
matching, networking events…), implantation & development (incubation services including
office rental, administrative & legal support, lean management, membership, advocacy, …),
marketing & communication (customized campaigns, event & exhibitions, photo & video
studio, …), and HR (online talent pool, trainings, …).

Dirk LUKAT
Chairperson

Enterprise

Developing relations between French and Korean businesses
Supporting French companies in their approach of the Korean market
Supporting Korean companies in their approach of the French market
Developing communication actions to promote our members’ business
and exchanges between France and Korea

Small Business

•
•
•
•

Premium

The French Korean Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FKCCI) is a membership-based
organization created in 1986. It is a member of the worldwide network of French Chambers
of Commerce operating out of France (CCIFI), which has 126 chambers in 96 countries
and represents more than 33,000 companies around the world. The FKCCI reached
430 members in 2022, a record high in its history, including a large majority of French
companies in Korea, and Korean companies that have a business relationship with France.
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|

Gold
|

Established in 2012, the European Chamber of Commerce in Korea (ECCK) is a business
association of European companies in Korea. Representing the common voice of
the European business community, the ECCK provides its members with information,
communication, and access pertaining to the business and regulatory environment of
Korea. Currently, the chamber consists of 370 member companies and approximately
50,000 employees in Korea.

|

Premium

|

Foreign Chamber of Commerce

|

Non-profit organization

Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Korea

Korean-German Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KGCCI) – AHK Korea

(ESCCK) Cámara Oficial de Comercio Española en Corea del Sur

Activities

Activities

Enrique VILAPLANA
President
E.enrique.vilaplana@escck.com
M. +82-10-8972-8280

Small Business

|

Minah OH
Secretary General
E. secretary.general@escck.com
M. +82-10-2440-1480

|

Enterprise

Dr. Martin HENKELMANN
President & CEO
T. +82-2-3780-4600
E. mhenkelmann@kgcci.com

Enterprise

|

•To promote events to reinforce and improve the image of Spain in South Korea. In
general, any other lawful activity related to the promotion of business and/or cultural ties
between South Korea and Spain.

|

•To develop commercial opportunities for our members, especially between industrial and
service sectors.

Corporate

•To offer ESCCK’s members a platform to exchange information and experiences and to
communicate and interact with Public and Private entities and people in South Korea by
means of networking night, seminars, conferences, reception, etc.

Premium

|

OBJECTIVES:
•To promote relationships between South Korea and Spain.

Gold

We support corporations which want to initiate or strengthen the business environment
between Spain and South Korea, improving the relationship of trade and culture.

Small Business

Gold
|
Premium
|

The Korean-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KGCCI) has been serving as
an official representative of German Business in Korea since its foundation in 1981. It is the
second-largest foreign chamber of commerce in Korea with a growing network of around
500 members. As the first point of contact for German and Korean companies exploring
business opportunities in each country, KGCCI and its subsidiary KGCCI DEinternational
serve as a communication channel and offer professional services to support market entry
and expansion. The services include, among others, market research, business partner
matching, trade fair business, delegation trips, and investment promotion. Additionally,
KGCCI supports governmental initiatives such as the Korean-German Energy Partnership
and contributes to Korean society through its various initiatives such as Ausbildung (Dual
Vocational Training), WIR (Women in Korea) Mentorship, etc.
KGCCI belongs to the global German Chamber Network Abroad (AHK) with 140 German
Chamber offices in 92 countries and about 47,000 members worldwide. Its umbrella
organization is the Association of German Chambers of Industry and Commerce (DIHK)
with offices in Berlin and Brussels, serving the 79 Chambers in Germany (IHK) and their 3.6
Mio. German member companies.

|

Corporate

|

International Business

|

Foreign Chamber of Commerce

#153, Floor L, 17, Seocho-daero 55-gil,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, 04637, KOREA
T. +82-10-2440-1480
E. info@escck.com
W. www.escck.com
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|

Contacts

Associate

Contacts
8th Fl., Shinwon Plaza, 85, Dokseodang-ro,
Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 04419, KOREA
T. +82-2-3780-4600
E. mhenkelmann@kgcci.com
W. www.kgcci.com
Facebook. www.facebook.com/kgcci
Linkedin. www.linkedin.com/company/kgcci
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|

|

Associate

|

Contacts

Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Korea (SCCK)
|

Non-profit organization

The Chamber’s main goal is to act as a platform and a common voice for Sweden related
businesses in South Korea. In this dynamic and fast developing market there is a constant
need to be updated on the latest changes in regulations, economic and political situation,
human resource, business and markets trends. SSCK regularly organizes seminars,
working-group meetings and other events in order to update and inform our members on
recent developments and give the opportunity to network and share experiences among
members. We are also working very closely with the Swedish Embassy and Business
Sweden on various issues such as trade policies, FTA agreement with the EU and other
different industry matters to increase awareness and support our members.
Objectives
SCCK strives to promote the exchange of ideas, experiences, networking and business
between Sweden and South Korea by
• Promoting development of Swedish trade, business and investment in Korea
• Being the representative of the Swedish business community in Korea
• Acting as the bridge between the Korean and Swedish business communities
• Providing a platform for members to meet for business and social networking
• Working closely with the Swedish Embassy and Business Sweden in South Korea, other
Swedish Chambers of Commerce in Asia, as well as other Chambers of Commerce,
trade, and industry, their association and official trade bodies in Korea and in Sweden
Membership
The SCCK welcomes any Swedish/Swedish related companies in Korea, as well as
companies in Sweden, with ambition to establish a footprint in Korea to join us.

Grace OH
Chairperson
E. scckinseoul@gmail.com

Small Business

|

Enterprise

|

Corporate

|

Premium

|

Gold

Activities

|

Embassy of Sweden
Danam Building 8th FL.
10 Sowol-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, 04527, KOREA
T. +82-10-3755-0423
E. scckinseoul@gmail.com
W. www.scckkorea.com

|

Contacts

Associate

Alex HA
General Manager
T. +82-10-3755-0423
E. scckinseoul@gmail.com
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Italian Chamber of Commerce
in Asia & South Africa

CHINA
Camera di Commercio Italiana
in Cina
www.cameraitacina.com

INDIA
Indo-Italian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
www.indiaitaly.com

JAPAN
Camera di Commercio Italiana
in Giappone
www.iccj.or.jp

UAE
Italian Industry & Commerce
Office in the UAE
www.iicuae.com

KOREA
Italian Chamber of Commerce
in Korea
www.itcck.org

QATAR
Italian-Qatari Business
Association
www.itachamqatar.org

HONGKONG & MACAO
Italian Chamber of Commerce
in Hong Kong and Macao
www.icc.org.hk

SINGAPORE
SOUTH
AFRICA
Italian
Chamber
of Commerce
Camera
di Commercio
Italoin
Singapore
Sudafricana
www.italchamber.org.sg
www.italcham.co.za

VIETNAM
Italian Chamber of Commerce
in Vietnam
www.icham.org

SOUTH AFRICA
Camera di Commercio ItaloSudafricana
www.italcham.co.za

THAILAND
Thai-Italian Chamber of
Commerce
www.thaitch.org
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